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1

2 vieJ This is a transcribed interview of Virginia Thomas conducted by the

3 House Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States

4 Capitol pursuant to House Resolution 503.

s At this time, | would like to ask the witness to please stateher full name and spell

6 herlast namefor the record

7 Mrs. Thomas. Virginia L. Thomas, T-h-o-m-a-s

s wie Thanks.
9 Thiswill be a staff-led interview. My name is[JJ llond rm the senior

10 counsel tothe vice chair. I'm also joinedbyIEwho is our chief investigative

11 counsel,byJNvino s our senior investigative counsel, andby[NN
12 whois professional staffwith the committee.

3 Membersof the select committee maybejoiningus and leaving during the course

14 of our discussion. Ifany of them so choose, they of course may ask questions as well,

15 Tiido my best to announce for the record when they join.

16 Right now, | think we have Vice Chair Liz Cheney with us. | think we have

Ms. Cheney. Good morning. Thank you for joining us.

1s Mrs. Thomas. Good morning.

1 MJ 19150 see we have Representative Raskin.
2 Mr. Raskin. Good morning.

n MJ And think we have Representative Luria. And | think those are the
22 members that we have right now.

3 ncJ Mr.Schiffaswel.

2 And Representative Schiff has also joined us as well

2 Mr. Schiff. Good morning.
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1 Mrs. Thomas. Good morning

2 vrJ Okay. Atthis time, Id like to ask Mrs. Thomas’ counsel to please

3 state your names for the record.

a Ms. Paoletta, Sure. Mark Paoletta, offices of Schaerr Jaffe.

5 Ms. Squiers. ~ Cristine Squiers, for Schaerr Jaffe.

6 Mr. Strauss. Brandon Strauss,for Schaerr Jaffe.

7 ve Great.

8 Before we begin, Il start with a few kind of ground rules.

9 There's an officialreporter transcribing the record of the interview. ~ You and

10 your attorney will have an opportunity to review the transcript and suggest any.

11 corrections before it's finalized.

2 Pursuant to our agreement, there will be no video recording of this, but it will be

13 transcribed by the court reporters. And Il notethat the court reporters’ transcript is

14 theofficial record for the select committee's proceedings.

15 We appreciate the fact that you came here voluntarily. ~ Andalsojust want to

16 note, so we aren't going to be video recording this, but we will havethetranscribed

17 reporters.

18 Please wait until each question is completed before you begin your response and

19 we will try to wait until your response is complete before we ask our next question. The

20 stenographer cannot record nonverbal responses, such as shaking your head, so it's

21 important that you answer each question with an audible, verbal response.

2 Although the interview is not under oath, | want to remind you that it is unlawful

23 deliberately to provide false information to Congress. Do you understand that?

2 Mrs. Thomas. Yes.

ES nr.Jl t's important that you understand our questions and are able to
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1 answer them to the best of your ability. Soto that end, please don't hesitate to ask me

2 toclarify, or if you didn't hear it or if you don't understand the question, I'l rephrase it.

3 Similarly, if you don't know the answer to a question, you can say you don't know

4 oryoudontrecall. But keep in mind that you must be truthful. So if you do recall the

5 answer tothe question, you must say so.

6 Mrs. Thomas. Okay.

7 mie As we discussed before, you can consult with your counsel at any

8 time during the interview. That's nota problem. You can either have a brief sidebar,

9 orif you need to take a break to go into a private room we have arranged for you to be

10 able todothat

un Andifyou need abreak for comfort or any other time during the interview, just

12 please let us know so we can make sure you're able to have that.

13 Okay. | understand that you have a statement that you'd like to read into the

14 record before we go ahead and start. So if you'd like to go ahead and do that

15 Mrs. Thomas. Okay. Thank you, counsel.

16 First, | just want to thank the committee for your patience as | recovered from my

17 hip replacement surgery and your patience of scheduling this.

15 Second, I'm here voluntarily to answer questions about my activities regarding the

19 2020 election, which | think you'll find were minimal and mainstream.

2 However, as my counsel has expressed, | am concerned that there may be more

21 thana few questions about my husband's work, which | do not believe is within the scope

22 ofthis committee's jurisdiction.

2 Since | was the Nebraska College Republican chair in the twenties - in my

24 twenties, notin the ‘205 - long before | met my husband in 1986, | have been active in

25 political and public policy work.
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: Moreover, while have a aw degree, am not licensed to practice law, nor have
2 ever practiced law, nor have | worked on any litigation at the Supreme Court or any court

3 forthatmatter. I workonly in thepolitcal lane.
a As Justice Breyer just said last week, it is 2022 and women have professional and

5 separate careers from their judicial spouses, and | appreciated that.

s Since my husband became a judge in 1990, my husband has only worked in the
7 legal arena, not politics. | can guarantee that my husband has never spoken to me.

5 about pending cases inthe Court, Its an ironclad ule inour house.
9 Additionally, he's uninterested in politics, and | generally don't discuss with him

10 ‘my day-to-day work in politics, the topics I'm working on, who I'm calling, who I'm

IL emaling,wh Tm texting,orwho fm meeting
12 Regarding the 2020 election, | did not speak with him at all about the details of my

13 volunteer campaign activities, and | did not speakwith him at all about the details of my

1 postelection activities, which were minimal in any event,
15 Iam certain | never spoke with him about any of the legal challenges to the 2020

16 election, as | was not involved in those challenges in any way. And | do know he was

17 completely unaware of the texts that | had with Mark Meadows until this committee

18 leaked them to the press while my husband was in a hospital bed in March fighting an

1 infection.
20 Let me also add, it's laughable for anyone who knows my husband to think | could

2a influencehisjurisprudence. The man is independent and stubborn, with strong.

22 character traits of independence and integrity
23 And I'm now happy to answeranyofyour questions.

24 EXAMINATION

= ovveJ
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1 Q Thank you very much.

2 I'd like to start just to kind of get a better sense of your professional history and

3 career. Soifyou could start and give us a brief overviewof that, maybe starting with

4 lawschool.

5 A Right. | went to law school really with a mind to run for Congress in

6 Nebraska. After that, | worked for my Nebraska Congressman.

7 After that, | went to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce as a lobbyist in labor

8 managementissues. Then! went to the Labor Department as a senior political

9 appointee.

10 After that, | went to Capitol Hil, where | was a leadership staffer in the House.

un After that | went to -- we adopted a child, and | went to Heritage Foundation for

12 10years, getting away from the Capitol Hill chaos that was happening.

13 Then, after about 10 years with Heritage,| went to Hillsdale College that was

14 opening a Washington-based office and campus.

15 And after that started Liberty Central, which was a (c}(4). And then | went to

16 Daily Caller for about 7 years and did interviews of leaders. And then | started my own

17 consulting firm, which I'm currently at, in 2010, Liberty Consulting.

18 Q Great. Thankyouvery much.

19 We're going to goovera numberof documents that|think we provided access to

20 you before and just allowyou just to kind of explain inyourown words some of those

21 documents.

2 Butif you could first turnto exhibit 29.

23 A Okay. Yes

2% Q And do you recognize this is the letter that the select committee originally

25 senttoyou?
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: Aves
2 Q Okay. And attached to the letter there's a schedule that lists the

3 documents that we requested?
. Aves
s Q Whenyou received this letter, did you take any steps to preserve the

6 comments thatwe requested?
7 A Yes. We started an immediate document search to be responsive to the

5 committee
9 Q Okay. And what steps did you exactly take to do that, if you could walk

10 through that?

u A Well use a computer and iPad and iPhone, and we did a search based on
12 the people it looks like you were interested in, and my counsel handled the document

13 search.

M Ms. Paoletta. Yes.
i ovve.
16 Q Okay. And just to goover the types of methods you use to communicate.

v Sol understand you communicate over email. Is thatcorrect?
1 Aves
19 Q Over text messages sometimes?

0 Aves
2a Q  Doyou useSignal, the Signal app?

2 A 1have Signal, but wasn't using it at that time.
23 Q Okay. Are there other forms of communicationbesides those that you

24 use?

= A No, nothing that was using at that time.
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1 Q Okay. In response to our request, you produced one email. Do you still

2 have, or have you had any other documents that are responsive to our request?

3 Ms. Pacletta, So, again, | made a determinationofwhat was responsive, and |

4 setitoutinthe letter tothe committee. So llooked at so that's - | explained it. We

5 cantalkaboutithere. But she wasn't involved with what was responsive. It was my

6 determination of what was responsive to the - responsive in what | was providing to the

7 committee.

s wirJ Okey. Soto the best ofyour knowledge, are there any documents
9 you have that you haven't produced that are responsive to the request?

10 Ms. Paoletta. Again, that's what| laid out for the committee is that | looked

11 for asl expressed my concerns about the entire letter and the basis for the

12 investigation and what the committee was interested in, | looked at — to be helpful

13 voluntarily to look at the people | thought the committee was most interested in, which

14 is number nine.

15 And as said in the letter, that we looked for anything that was a "to/from" with

16 Ginni Thomas and the people listed in number nine.

7 So that was the basis for how | voluntarily responded to the request.

18 mel Okay. So understand that your counsel went through that process.

19 Are there any documents you know of that haven't been tured over?

2 Ms. Paoletta. Again, | think it wasmy judgment of what we're going to turn over.

21 don't know if she knows what's responsive or not. So | didn't discuss it with her.

2 She made her devices and emails available to my team. We went through it

23 We reviewed what was responsive, what we were going to turn over to the committee,

24 andthat'swhatwe've done.

2 Mrs. Thomas. We didn't hear back from the committeefor additional things
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1 challenging the way we did i, so we assumed that was what you needed.

2 well Can follow up on thata little bit? And I'm not sure, Ms. Thomas, if

3 the questions for youor for your counsel. But my understanding of what you just said

4 is that you provided your devices to counsel?

5 Ms. Paoletta. Yeah, made them available.

6 nr. Jl And counsel made the — conducted the search through those devices

7 toseeif there are any documents ~

8 Mr. Paoletta. Yes.

5 Mie - responsive to the request?
10 Ms. Paoletta. Yes.

n Me And, counsel, did you focus just on numbernine? Because there

12 are eight other topics here, and I'm wondering whether you searched for those as well

13 Ms. Paoletta. Sure. As said in my - I'm just looking for let's see. Yeah.

14 Righthere.

15 "We conducted extensive searches of Mrs. Thomas’ emals, text messages, and

16 social media accounts for any messages that she sent, that were sent directly to her, or

17 thatincluded her on email on the cc ine where such messageswere sent toor from any

18 individual listed in request number nine of the committee's document request about any.

19 of the topics listed in those requests.”

2 Soit would need to be any one in number nine that was about the topics listed in

21 therestof the letter.

2 wel What fit was about the topic listed in the letter, but not the

23 individuals listed in number nine?

2 Ms. Paoletta. No. 1didn't produce it because that's not what| said | was doing

25 here,
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1 me Okay. Do you know if there are documents that are responsive, for

2 example, to topic number one that were sent by or to individuals not listed in number

3 ine?
a Ms. Paoletta. You know, | can go back and review our documents again. |
5 didn't think we were going to be having this conversation, but | can get back to you on

6 that
7 Mrs. Thomas is here to answer questions, right?

8 ve Right
9 Ms. Paoletta. Sol sent this letter on July 25th, and it's September -- whatever

10 this is — 29th. And| haven't -- | went through it as to what | did. And | haven't heard

1 back Solhaven't-- sol would prefer to deal with this issue after this interview.
2 ve Okay.

13 Ms. Paoletta. SoI'lljust keep -- so|said what | was doing in this letter. And |

14 was, think, very clear what | was doing in this letter. And so that's where we are.
15 oyvieI
16 Q Oneof the email addresses that the committee came across in the course of

17 itsinvestigation has the name Thomas init, and so Il read to you what the email address
18 is. But | would appreciate if you could let us know if this is either your email address or

19 the email address of your husband,
2 iesI's that your email address?

n A Ihave never heardof that email address. That is not my husband's emal
22 address, if that's what you're asking
23 Q Okay. And it's not your email address?

» A Mo.
2 Q Okay. Thankyou
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1 Okay. Just referring back to the exhibit 29:and the paragraph nine of the

2 schedule that ists the names.

3 A Yes

a Q Did you have any communications with those individuals about the

5 committee's request toyou? So after you got the letter.

6 A No. Imayhave had a conversation with Cleta Mitchell about her coming

7 up here and me coming up here and just commiserating about the times we're in. But

8 thatsall

9 Q Okay. And what did Ms. Mitchell say?

10 A don't remember. That she had - she got COVID at her appearance, and it

11 was uncomfortable for her, but she got through it.

2 Q Okay. Andaside from her, no other communicationswith the other

13 individuals listed?

14 A No

15 a okay.

16 mJ Sorry. Can follow up on that as well?

7 Mrs. Thomas. Yeah.

18 mirJl | think, Ms. Thomas, in a letter from your counsel, you referenced

19 thefact that he had reached out to the lawyers for someofthese individuals about what

20 communications you might have had with them during the relevant time period.

21 I'm wondering whether you had conversations with any of these individuals to see

22 ifthey remembered or had a recollection of conversations they had with you during the

23 relevant time period

2 Mrs. Thomas. No, | did not.

2 veThankyou
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1 symr.I

2 Q Inthe documents that we'll go through, there are a coupleof groups that are.

3 mentioned. And sold like to geta little background on a couple of those groups.

4 Sooneis a called Frontliners. Can you tell us — can you describe what that group

5 isforus?

6 A Sure. Frontlinersisa group of State leaders that we created, a number of

7 us helped form, who were part of (c){4)s in the grassroots conservative movement.

8 And through their help, whether its Heritage Action or Tea Party Patriots or

9 FreedomWorks or such, we identified valuable conservative activists in most of the States.

10 who would enjoy coming togetherweekly on a Zoom call to talk about things that were.

1 interesting to us.

2 Q Okay. And yousaid it was made up of State leaders. So State legislators,

13 Stateofficials. Is that right?

1 A No. They were more grassroots activists. They were grassroots activists.

15 Idon't think we had any State legislators in that group.

16 Q Okay. And how did the grouporiginate? Did you form the group?

7 A Iwaspartofit. We all thought it was a good idea, that we were missing

18 the input and connection to State leaders as we met weekly since 2011 with national

19 leaders at Groundswell. So it was a bit connected to the Groundswell group. It was

20 Frontliners and Groundswell were alittle bit related.

2 Q Okay. And what wasyour role with the group?

2 A I would say | was an instigator. | was a leader. | was helping them set

23 agendas where | could, helping them connect people, helping look for State leaders that

2 were missing that|knew of. It was kind of ike that.

2 Q Okay. And was ita group that was primarily tied together via an email
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1 group or how did — was there a particular mode of communication for this group or --

2 A There wasn'ta listserv, if that's what you're asking. | think there was

3 someone who helped administer that particular group, and she had all the emails. ~ And

a she would send things out to them weekly with the agenda and how to get on the Zoom

5 call.

6 Q Okay. Is that someone who worked for you at Liberty Consulting or

7 A No. Justavolunteer.

5 Q Okay. And you mentioned Groundswell. Tell usabit about what that

9 group is and how you would describe it.

10 A Groundswell is probably likea lot of other political weekly coalition meetings

11 ontheleftor the right that get together totalk about current events.

12 We used to call it -- we were mindful of the 30-front war that the left has on

13 constitutional governance, and we were looking for the biggest opportunities for working

14 collaboratively across many silos.

15 So Groundswell is like a coalition meeting that happens all over this town, and it's

16 beenthere since 2011

7 Q Okay. And did you form the group? Or how did the group start?

18 A Iwas an instigator of the group, but | did it with a group of other national

19 leaders who saw a gap and the need for an action-oriented, collaborative, conservative

20 meeting

21 Q Andis it a mix of officials and activists? Or how would you describe the

22 makeupofit?

23 Ms. Paoletta. Well, when you say —- I'm sorry --officials, are you talking about

22 public servants?

2s Me Right, either legislatorsorofficals in the government.
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1 Ms. paoletts, Okay.

2 Mrs. Thomas. There's a few congressional staff, but mainly it's (c)(3)s, (c)(4)s,

3 and leaders of (c)(3)s and (c)(4)s on the center-right.

a oy vie,J
s Q  Canyouexplain what ()(3)s and (c(@)s are?
6 A Nonprofit organizations who get charitable status through the IRS who work
7 on public policy.

5 Q Okay. And among them, ar there some MembersofCongress that are
9 part of this?

10 A No, we don't have any Members of Congress.

1 Q How would you describe the activities of Groundswell during the
12 post-election time period? So after November 3rd of 2020.

13 A I'mglad you asked. That's one of the misconceptions that | hope to correct

1 today
15 The truth is, that a lot of people don't know, is | stepped back on November 9th,

16 which was a Monday, | believe. And until sometime in January 2021, | didn't attend the

17 regular weekly meetings that went to, whether it was Groundswell or Frontlners or CAP
18 or anything else. And | did that because | don't do the legal lane, and so much of it had

19 shifted from the political lane to the legal lane.

20 And what | find is thatit's just I'm not as valuable in those instances, and a lot of

2a my friends feel a little bit chilled in discussing Supreme Court work with the wife of a

22 Supreme Court Justice.
23 So for a number of reasons, | stepped back, and |didn't attend those meetings.

24 So I'm glad to clarify that. | don't think people knew that.

25 Q Okay. And when you referenced the meetings, were thoseregularweekly
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1 meetings? Or how often were the meetings that the group held?

2 A They were weekly meetings.

3 Q And held over by video or were they in person or

a A You know, they were in person until COVID came, and then they shifted to

5 Zoom, and then they're shifting back now to Zoom and to in person.

6 a Okay.

7 vl Yeah,ifcould.
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:
2 ovvrI
3 @ When did you at some pin, did you resume participating Inthe
a Groundswell meetings?

5 A Yes. |think|camebackin--|don't know exactly. |tried tofigure that

6 out. But thinkitwas sometime inmid-January that | came back in 2021.
7 Q And were you still, during the time that you had stepped back, were you still

8 being apprised of sort of agendas for meetings or topics that were being discussed at

9 meetings? Did you stay sort of informed in terms of the issues they were discussing?

10 A That'sa good question. | may have seen -- | don't remember -- but | may

11 have seen agendas that were created by other people largely when | had taken a
12 sabbatical, as | call it. And | certainly found out about the FreeRoots campaign that

13 became an action item out of those meetings, and | participated in the FreeRoots

1 campaign, Thatsall
15 Q Can you describe forusa little bit more about the contours of this sabbatical

16 or the step back?

v Wasit just Groundswell? Were thereother activities thatyou felt you needed to
18 step back from or that you did step back from in the post-election timeframe?

19 A Right. There's a number of conservative weekly gatherings that |

20 participate in as a leader in the movement. And so there's a CAP meeting. There's a

2a Groundswell meeting. There's a Frontliner meeting. And there's other lunches or

2 gatherings.
23 That | just decided to focus on Thanksgiving and Christmas and other things that

2 were notas political. So didn't goto those meetings, but | probably did stay
25 semi-informed about current events.
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1 Q How about CNP Action? Did you continue to remain involved with that

2 organization in the post-election timeframe?

3 A No,Ididnot.

a Q And wast in the same - November 9th,i that when you stepped back from

5 thatworkas well?

6 A don't knowif | specifically told them that that was when |was stepping

7 back, but]didn't go to the CNP meeting. There was a CAP summit for conservative

8 leaders that | didnotattendin November.

9 So basically | was missing in action from the meetings. ~ And people don't seem to

10 realize that, and | think that can informyour committee.

un Q itis helpful to understand your role in that timeframe.

2 1also think t would be helpful to understand a little bit more about the thought

13 process and why it was that you felt on November 9th that you should step back from

14 those discussions.

15 A Right. |appreciate answering that.

16 Again, some people think legally, because | don't touch the legal lane, that| have

17 the right to continue to do things that are political and legal because I'm not touching the

18 legallane.

19 But really out of prudence | realized that my friends are uncomfortable, and theyll

20 look at me and wonder if they can say something, because they don't know whether |

21 might say something at home or to my husband.

2 They don't know if the media will take something that's said out of context, which

23 happened in 2000 when a Washington Post reporter went a litle crazy about what my

24 workwas at the Heritage Foundation where | asked Hill staff for resumes for the new

25 administration, and it became a big curfuffle in the press, which seems to be happening
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1 today.

2 So I'm used to dealing with the press as well as my friends, and out ofa focus on

3 the press and my friends and the chilling effect that | could have on my friends’ discussion

4 of current events, it'seasier to just take a step back and do other things.

5 Q And the chilling effect related specifically or entirely to Justice Thomas and

6 the perception that that might create given the fact that he's your husband?

7 A Some people I seem to be theonly judicial spouse that's involved in the

8 political lane, and it causes my friends to want to not only protect me, but notsay the

9 wrong thing

10 S0 out of respect for me -- | don't know what's in their brains. |think | saw in one

11 of your documents something that showed me exhibit A as to why they re worried about

12 meifi'monalistserv or whatever.

13 Sol just step back out ofa courtesy to my friends. | think| chill the discussion

14 sometimes. And certainly have nothing to add when it comes to legal issues.

5 Q Okay. But previously you had been involved in - well, let me ask you.

16 Were you involved in any efforts to change the results of the 2020 election?

7 A Tochange? | wasinvolved in trying to identify fraud in a timely manner by

18 certain States that | had heard through friends or whatnot or the media. Solcertainly

19 was involved in things that were trying to get to the truth, yes.

2 Q What prompted your involvement in those efforts to try and discover fraud

21 or, as yousay, get to the truth?

2 A Assay, | was involved in political campaigns since 1976. I've been to many.

23 national Republican conventions. And in this instance, the State of Virginia, the 11th

24 District, elected me asa delegate from my State to go to the Charlotte national

25 convention. Iwas very active with Trump rallies, with the Trump campaign, in the sense
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1 that going to allies and going - being on the ground inVirginia.

2 And 50 based on that and the things | was hearing from friends across the

3 movement, it was quite exciting that there was a new coalition coming together to

4 support President Trump, many more Democrats than we had ever seen in any other

5 elections, in my opinion.

6 And sofor those reasons, | was an activist. | was an ordinary citizen activist in

7 Virginia, not paid by anyone to do what | was doing, but | wasactive with the Trump

8 campaign and thought he was winning.

9 Q  Andin the post-election timeframe, did you continue to stay involved in

10 efforts to question or challenge the results of the election?

un A I wouldn't necessarily phrase it that way. What | was doing was seeing that

12 itwas the State legislators who had power todecide if there were problems in their

13 election.

1 And so| participated in a mass communication device called FreeRoots that has

15 beenI'm sure the subject of some of the conversations you guys have had and the media

16 has beeninterested in,

7 1 joined with thousands of people to push a button that sent an automatic email to

18 some State legislators that | did not choose. | did not edit that letter.

19 And so, if that was what you would put in that categoryof things, doing something

20 about the fraud and irregularities at the State level ina timely manner, | wanted to get at

21 those because | thought the election was not going the right way.

2 Q  Sothere are afew partsofthat answer, if | could, that | want to sortof go

23 backand explorealittle more with you.

2 The first ithis issue of State legislators and their role. | took it from your answer

25 that you came to believe or understand that the State legislators had some role or could
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1 have a role in determining the outcome of the election. Is that accurate?

2 A I would rephraseitjust slightly to say | think State legislators are in the

3 position to know whether there were problems, irregularities, orfraudthat came to be at

4 their State elections.

5 Q And that they had some - that they could do something about thatifthey

6 determinedthatthere was fraud?

7 A Ihopedso.

8 Q How did you come to that understanding that State legislators had that

9 ability or that role to play?

10 A Howdid? 1Ithinkit was common sense at that point. | think you just

11 knowthat Congress can't exactly do anything, and the people closest to where the voting.

12 happened seemed to be who had authority in a time-sensitive way to identify fraud.

1B Q  Soevenafter an election has taken place and the voters have cast their

14 votes, was it your understanding the State legislators could take steps to change the

15 result that was determined by the voters?

16 A Ithink| answered the question, and | think | hoped that State legislators

17 could identify fraud and irregularities in a timely manner before it was too late.

18 Q And the reason I'm asking on this, andIthink there will be a number of

19 questions about this during the course of our interview, is there have been -- and some of

20 thisisin your documents — there have been sort of theories that have been put forward

21 about the power of State legislators, not just to identify fraud, but to appoint electors, for

2 example.

23 A Right,

2% Q And I'm wondering whether ~ it sounds as if maybe you were made aware of

25 those theories at some point?
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1 A Youknow, | appreciate the question.

2 1 honestly didn't focus on alternative electors. That wasn't part of what | was

3 focusedon. It was really kind of more basic.

4 Maybe | hadn't attended enough meetings to be more educated at the time, but

5 was only focused on those most likely to get at the fraud and irregularity in theirState

6 elections.

7 Q  Doyou recall having any discussions with anyone prior to the election about

8 therole that State legislators might play in the post-election timeframe?

° AI don't remember anything specifically.

10 Q You've mentioned the FreeRoots emails that you didn't draft and you pushed

11 abuttontosend that,

2 Were you involved in anyotherefforts in the post-election timeframe to call

13 attention to problems with the election or to try and do something about the result of the

14 election?

15 A I can't think of anything specifically. Is there something you're thinking of?

16 Q For example, did you have any conversations with anyone in the Trump.

17 campaign regarding

1 A No.

19 Q whattheirstrategies were tochallengethe election?

2 A No,ldidnot.

2 Q Any membersofthe Trump administration regarding effortstochallenge the

22 result of the 2020 election?

23 A No, except, you know, | can certainly look at those wonderful Mark

2 Meadows texts that were made public by the committee, unfortunately, that certainly

25 showed was
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1 a rmsory.

2 A That'sokay. Iwas certainly hoping that they wouldchallenge the election

3 until the truth could be found out f there was evidence of State problems in the election.

a Q Anyone other than Mark Meadows that you communicated with within the

5 Trump administration regarding your concerns about the election?

6 A Oh,I probably~Jared Kushner | sent an email to hopingto buck him up on

7 theteam. I probably sent something to Jared. I can't think of anyone else.

8 Q Do you remember what you sent to Jared Kushner?

9 AI probably sent him an email that | then forwarded to Mark, just showing

10 that! was trying to buck him up and encourage him to stand firm until al the evidence is

11 in. That's, think, what my hope was. | don't know the specifics.

2 Q Why did you reach out to Mr. Kushner?

13 A just knew he waspartofthe inner circle.

14 Q Do you still have that email to Mr. Kushner? He's not listed in item nine,

15 but! think that would be responsive to our request. Do you still have the email that you

16 senttohim?

7 Ms. Paoletta, Well it was not in her documents.

15 Mrs. Thomas. Yeah.

19 Ms. Paoletta. So lllleave itat that. But | think t ~ as Mrs. Thomas just said,

20 she forwarded it to Mark Meadows, so t wasn't — but anyway, it wasn't in Mrs. Thomas’

21 documents when we searchedthrough the documents. ~ Okay.

2 vrJ Thankyou

2 oyvrI

2 Q Anyone else in the administration that you reached out to in the

25 post-election timeframe, sharing concerns or words of encouragement regarding the
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1 election?

2 A I've thought about that. The only one | can think of maybe is Johnny

3 McEntee, who! had been working with for second tem personnel matters, to mprove
a personnel. That's the only one | can think of. But none of the rest.

5 I mean, Paul Teller was on various listservs with me, and | don't think | wrote to

6 im specifically about this. Butthat's all can remember
7 Q Did you have any communications with Vice President Pence in the

8 post-election timeframe regarding questions or cancers or words of encouragement
9 regarding the 2020 election?

10 A Notthat|can recall.

u Q And you mentioned Mr. Teller. Didyou understand Mr. Teller to have a
12 role in the administration?

13 A Paul Teller would -- was a friend and ally and came to a lot of our meetings.

14 He'sa partofour Groundswell meeting, And so | would see Paul at all themeetingsthat
15 I typically goto. So | get emails from him based on the listservs.

16 Ms. Paoletta. But you knew he worked for the Vice President.

v Mrs Thomas. Yeah. 1 knew he worked fo the Vice President, Yeah. He set
18 up meetings sometimes for conservatives to come in.

wf whet to yo recall icunsingor communicating with Me. Talker
20 about regarding the election in the post-election timeframe?

2a Mrs. Thomas. | don't remember any conversations | had. | assumed -- you

22 know, assumed he was interested in reporting back tothe Vice President on how various
23 people felt.

u Arlt es thers ight ave oan dsr happening between Presiiont
25 Trump and Vie resident Pence. And think was being aut and watching what was
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1 happeningby email at that time, because I was a ite disappointed with the Vice
2 President at that time.

3 MBL Again, acouple thingsthere | wantto ask you toflesh outfor us.
a ‘What made you believe that there was some distance or disagreement between

5 the President and the Vice President in the post-election timeframe?

s Mrs. Thomas. |think twas just that| hoped that he would have sounded less
7 likely to concede. | think | picked up vibes that he was likely to concede prematurely, in

8 my opinion, before the fraud and irregularity could be investigated and found out. And
9 so | was really hoping up until a certain point that there wouldn't be any daylight between

10 those two, and | -- that was why.

u A When you say "he", were you refering tothe Vice President or to
12 the President, when you say "he", you were concerned that "he" might concede?

13 Mrs. Thomas. | was concerned that the Vice President might concede before

1 President Trump was ready to concede.
15 BY wr.

16 Q What caused you to pick up those vibes that the Vice President was sort of

7 more prone to conceding the lection than you thought President Trump was or that you
18 thought he should be?

19 A Ithink, you know, looking back I'm guessing, but | think it was because | just

20 didn't hear him talking about fraud and irregularity at the States the way that the

2a President was. And so it was just | was probably surmising, but there was a distance.

2 Imguessing.
23 Q Didyoutalk to Mr. Teller about your concerns about the Vice President's

24 role and his position?

= A Nojididnt.
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1 Q Didyousharewith anyone in the administration, Trumpadministration, your

2 concerns about the Vice President not being sort of passionate enough or concerned

3 enough about the results of the election?

a A No. No.

5 Ms. Paoletta. Just the text message that you guys have, | think she expresses

6 that concern, right?

7 Mrs. Thomas. ~ Oh, with Mark Meadows?

8 Ms. Pacletta, Yeah.

9 Mrs. Thomas. Yeah. guess did. Yeah. 1did

10 wlll Oo you remember any conversations you had with Mr. Meadows on

1 thetopic?

2 Mrs. Thomas. Just the text | could see later, when you guys allowed that to

13 become public, | was refreshed at what said.

14 Ms. Paoletta, | just want to make clear, when you say, Mark, conversations,

15 you're talking about oral

16 Me Old-fashioned conversations, theway we used to dot.

7 Laughter]

15 Ms. Paoletta. Yes. | completely agree. | just want to make sure, you don't

19 recall any conversations with Mark Meadows during that time period, right?

2 Mrs. Thomas. Thankyou. Mark keeps helping me understand what you a

21 mean with that.

2 Yes, | did not speak with Mark Meadowsduringthat time period asfar as |

23 remember.

2% mir Back on the text messages, do you stil have those text messages

25 with Mr. Meadows? You said you saw them when they were leaked, but do you have
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1 them on your phone?

2 Mrs. Thomas. No.

3 mel Do you want to pause here and see if the members have any

4 questionsatthispoint?

5 We'll just pause a minute and seeifanyof them chime in, and if not, we'll keep

6 going.

7 Okay.

8 Ms. Cheney. No questions. Thankyou.

5 oyvrJ

10 Q Ms. Thomas, | want to backup a little bit. You referenced conversations

11 with you may have had with Johnny McEntee. What do you recall discussing or

12 communicating to Mr. McEntee regarding the election in the post-election timeframe?

13 A Ireally don't have specific memory of anything | would have been

14 communicating. It was an emotional time. | wasprobably just emoting, as | clearly

15 was with Mark Meadows somewhat. | don't remember

16 Q You okay,

7 Did you communicate with Donald Trump, Jr., in the post-election timeframe

18 about concerns or questions you had about the 2020 election?

19 A No.

2 Q  Doyou have any sort of relationship with Don Jr.?

2 A No

2 Q Did you have any communications with anyone at the DepartmentofJustice

23 about the 2020election?

2 A Ohyeah. I'msomy. Justaminute. did Mark's right. |did interview

25 him for my Daily Caller leader series back when | was doing Daily Caller. But beyond
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1 that

2 Ms. Pacletta, That would have been back in, what, like 2018, 2017, somewhere

3 around there?

a Mrs. Thomas. Yeah. It must have been right after, sometime between 2016

5 andprobably 2018.

6 Sol did interview him for a Daily Caller leader series for my program, but other

7 than that, no, | don't have a relationship with him.

5 ov vir J

9 Q Iwas asking about Departmentof Justice officals.

10 Do you have - did you have any communications with anyone who was then at

11 the Departmentof Justice in the post-election timeframe regarding concerns or questions.

12 youhad regarding the 2020 election?

1B A No,Ididnot.

1 Q Do you know Jeffrey Clark?

15 A No.

16 Q Doyou know Ken Kiukowski?

7 A ldo.

18 Q How do you know Mr. Kiukowski?

19 A He'sinalotof my meetings. He's in CAP meetings. He's in Groundswell

20 sometimes. And like him.

21 Q Did you have any conversations with Mr. Kiukowski in the post-election

22 timeframe regarding the 2020 election?

23 A Notthat | remember, notthat|canrecall. No.

2 Q How about Members of Congress? ~ Did you have any conversations with

25 Members of Congress in the post-election timeframe regarding concerns you had about
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1 the 2020 election?

2 A Not that! can recall, no.

3 Q Did you ever speak with Mike Lee on the topic, Senator Mike Lee?

a A don't think so.

5 Q How about Mo Brooks?

6 A No, I don't think so.

7 Q Lovie Gohmert?

8 A No.

9 Q  Doyou know Connie Hair?

10 A love Connie Hair.

un Q Did shework for Representative Gohmert at the time?

2 A Yes

1B Q Did you talk with Ms. Hair about the post - about the 2020election in the

14 post-election timeframe?

15 A could have talked to Connie Hair. Italk to her alot. She comes to my

16 Thanksgiving. She'sa friend.

7 Soit's likely. 1 don't know exactly | don't have any memoryofwhat | would

18 have talked to her about. Butts ikely.

19 Q think we'll see some documents as we go through the interview, maybe.

20 email chains that you're on with Ms. Hair.

21 There's a text message that you sent to Mr. Meadows that appears to be maybe

22 forwarded from Ms. Hair? Do you know the one I'm talking about?

23 A Yes. That was the one when | saw it | thought there was clearly something

24 incorrectin the press.

ES Ms. Paoletta. No. No. No. Imsorry. That'sthe first one. | thinkit'sthe
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1 cut and paste with "no rules in war." | think it's cut and paste. I'm not sure if it's

2 forwarded. But sorry.

3 Mrs. Thomas. Oh, yeah. You're right. I'm getting them confused.

a Ms. Paoletta, If you want to show them to her. But, yeah, don't want her to

5 be confused with the different texts.

6 Ml Sure. Doyou wantto take a look atexhibit 30, and then you can

7 point out the ones that you're referring to?

8 Mrs. Thomas. Okay.

9 Yes. Yeah. It's the first one.

10 Ms. Paoletta. No. No. No. It's12082, right? Soit'son the second page.

1 Yesh. Okay.

2 symr.I

13 Q  Soyou're referring-- there's a Bates number in the far left column, and

1a maybe that's the best way for us today to walk through this as we talk about these text

15 messages?

16 A Okay.

7 Q  Sothe Bates number of MMO12082.

1s A Yes

19 Q And that's the text message that you're recalling, or is that -- or is there

20 another one that you were thinking about and counsel was sort of directing you to this

21 one?

2 A Yes. I'm-Iregretallof these texts. Maybe I'd just start with that.

23 But this particular one you're asking me about that I'm now seeing, | was

24 forwarding ona text from Connie Hair to my friend, MarkMeadows,just to show him
25 what was moving through the movement. Someoftheseare just things | was showing
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1 were moving through the movement, and I'm regretting that they became public.

2 Q  Itappears and | don't want to characterize Ms. Hair's message here or

3 yours, frankly ~ but it appears that she shares someof the concerns that you are

4 articulatingin some of theseother text messages. Is thatfairto say, in

5 the post - concerns regarding the election?

6 A Itwas an emotional time, and people were scared that there had been

7 enough fraud happening that they weren't going to get to the bottomof it. So that's

8 howl would lookat that one.

9 Q And it seems as if | guess what I'm getting at is, did you have conversations

10 with Ms. Hair about your mutual concerns or fearsregarding the election?

u A don't recall any specific conversations with Connie Hair at the time.

2 Q  Butlooking at this now, it's yourbelief or understanding that Ms. Hair sent

13 youthis text message, the body of the text here, and that you then forwarded that or cut

14 and paste that and sent it to Mr. Meadows?

15 A Yes

16 Q  Tlirepresent to you, by the way, Ms. Thomas, just in case it creates some

17 confusion on your end, | believe sometimes where we see question marks in these that

18 that's maybe an emoji that somehow gets printed out. So t's not necessarily the

19 question.

2 Is that your understanding as well that the question marks don't necessarily

21 reflect you typing a question mark in the text that you sent?

2 A Comect.

23 a okay.

2 nr Can |just ask one more question since we're on this text?

ES So the first line says, in part, "You can realize right now is that there are no rules in
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1 wart

2 During time period, though, did you that was typed out by Ms. Hair and not by.

3 you? lsthat correct?

a Mrs. Thomas. Correct.

5 nr. J Okay. And assume during this time period you thought that the

6 laws and regulations that govern the United States ought to still apply. Is that correct?

7 Mrs. Thomas. That is correct.

8 wc Before you leave this one.

9 Ms. Thomas, do you know whether Mr. Meadows was acquainted with Ms. Hair?

10 Were they friends? Were they acquainted when you forwarded her message to him via

no te?

2 Mrs. Thomas. Yes. |assumed they were connected. They'd been at -- Mark

13 Meadows had come to some of our meetings, and ConnieHair was there. And | think

14 Mark Meadows knew who Connie was.

15 will Okay. Sowhen you forwarded her message to you and used her

16 name, your assumption was that Mr. Meadows was awareof who Connie Hair was.

7 Mrs. Thomas. Right.

18 vir. [ll Gotit Okay. Thanks.

1 oy veJ
2 Q Inyourdiscussions with Ms. Hair about the election, did she ever share with

21 youwhat her boss Representative Gohmert's view of the election was?

2 A No. I don't remember anything that she would have said about Louie

23 Gohmertat the time.

2 Q Did you ever have - I'msorry. Did! cut you off?

2 A Goahead.
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1 Q Did you ever haveanydiscussions with her about a role that Mr. Gohmert

2 might play inassistingwith the discovery or revelation of fraud in connection with the

3 election?

a A No. Imeani-no. Idon't think if | understand your question - do you

5 wanttosayitagain?

6 Q Yeah. And well get to an email later where there's some discussion about

7 which Members — and the very few Members who were willing to engage on this topic

8 A Right Right.

9 Q  ~andsoforth, and toassist the cause.

10 A Right.

un Q And I'm wondering whether you ever haddiscussionswith her about

12 whether Representative Gohmert would be one of those Members who would be willing

13 toassistin theeffort to uncover fraud.

1 A No. Idon't—Iknew I thought you were getting at that point. And |

15 think the reason | mentioned there werefour specific Members who were in my and |

16 don't know how I learned this - but that were coming out and joining grassroots activists

17 inthe street who thought there was fraud in the election. So | was identifying those

18 people who | somehow heard of and | don't remember how.

19 Q Representative Gohmert later became a litigant and filed a lawsuit in

20 relation to the election. Are you aware of that?

21 A became aware of that later. But, no, | didn't know that at the time.

2 Q Whenyou say "at the time," do you mean at the time that we were talking

23 about in this November 13th timeframe, or do you mean in November of 20207

2 A Ididn't know that he was doing litigation. ~ That wasn't anything that | knew

25 aboutorfocusedon. | was doing politics.
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1 Q When did you learn that he had participated or put his name on a lawsuit?

2 A Idon't rememberwhen. just don't rememberwhen.

3 Q Was itbefore January6th?

4 wr. schiff, [Jfffllcan tinterject with a couple questions really quick?

s vic Yes, Mr. Schiff.

s Mr. Schiff. 1 just wanted to ask Mrs. Thomas something before we moved on

7 from the last two forwarded text messages that you referred to,

8 Mrs. Thomas, | want to make sure| understood your testimony. | thought

9 heard you say that you regretted forwarding them, but | think you also said you regretted

10 thatthey became public.

un I'm not sure that | heard correctly, so | want to ask you. Whats it you were

12 saying with respect to those two forwarded text messages?

13 Mrs. Thomas. |think it might be a unanimous view of everyone on this call and

14 in this room that don't know how many of you would want your texts to become public

15 on the front page of The Washington Post. ~ Certainly | didn't want my emotional texts to

16 afriend released and made available.

Sowhat was your question?

1s Mr. Schiff. So, okay. Thankyou. | understand that. And I'm sure you're

19 right, no would like to see their personal texts in the newspaper.

2 But were you also saying you regretted sending, forwarding these text messages,

21 oryour regret was only thatthey became public?

2 Mrs. Thomas. | regret the tone and content of these texts. ~ And other than

23 that, it was an emotional time, and | was texting with a friend who | had known a long

24 time. Sol really find my language imprudent and my choices of sending the context of

25 these emailsunfortunate.
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1 Mr. Schiff. And what inparticular disturbs you in hindsight about the content of

2 thetexs?

3 Mrs. Thomas. You know, | would take them all back if | could today. So I'm not

4 comfortable with any of them being — wish | could have rewritten them. 1wish | didn't

5 send them.

6 Mr. Schiff. Can you explain a litle bit more about what causes you to regret

7 them?

8 Mrs. Thomas. It was just an emotional time, Congressman.

9 Mr. Schiff. I'm just tring to understand, is it something about the content of

10 them that you now disagree with or what?

un Mrs. Thomas. Yes. It was the content of them I'm not comfortable with.

2 wi. schiff, Thank you, vie Jl}
13 mieJ Any other questions from the members?

14 Ms. Thomas, | want to back up --

15 Ms. Cheney. Yes.

16 vieJl ves, Ms. cheney.

7 Ms. Cheney. Sorry. | have a question.

15 Back on the issue that we were speaking about before, and, Mrs. Thomas, you

19 weretalking about concerns aboutfraud intheelection. And |wonderifyouareaware

20 that President Trump's advisers, his most senior campaign officials, as well as his leaders

21 atthe Department of Justice, his White House counsel, that they all had told him that

22 there was no evidence of fraud sufficient that it would change the outcome of the

23 election.

2 Mrs. Thomas. No. That was news to me, Congresswoman.

2 Ms. Cheney. Andsowhen did you become aware ofthat?
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1 Mrs. Thomas. | think sometime after this committee started its work.

2 Ms. Cheney. And if you had been aware that the Attorney General Barr, for

3 example, or Pat Cipollone, thatifyou'd been aware that they had investigated these

4 claims of fraud and told him that there was no evidence to support those claims, would

5 that have changed your view?

6 Mrs. Thomas. Honestly, | don't think t would have, because millions of people

7 still found that there were irregularities with the COVID changes to mail-in balloting.

8 And there were so manyother things that, you know, | don'tthink there's a lot

9 of -there'salot of people uncomfortable with the 2020 election despite what this

10 committees pushing. Okay? justthink theres still concern.

un And | wouldn't have believed that some of those people you named were able to

12 identify and track down fraud and irregularity that | was hearing from the grass roots in

13 certain States,

1 Ms. Cheney. And so are you aware that the President and his allies brought legal

15 challenges, which was completely their right to do, but that they lost 61 out of 62 of

16 those legal challenges?

7 Mrs. Thomas. | stil believed that there was fraud and irregularity, as millions of

18 Americans do, Representative Cheney.

19 Ms. Cheney. So despite thefact that the courts had ruled in a numberof

20 instances, infact judges appointed by President Trump had ruled very clearly and

21 specifically that these allegations -- that the campaign's claims were not supported by the

22 evidence, you were aware of those rules and just chose to ignore them? I'm just trying

23 tounderstand.

2 Mrs. Thomas. | just think there's stil a otofthings that are still being

25 uncovered. And solbelieved there was fraud and irregularity, contrary to clearly what
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1 youbelieve.

2 Ms. Cheney. Well, | appreciate that. | think t's important, though, you know,

3 we'reanation of laws. And in eachof these States, isn'titthe case that there are

4 provisions made for candidatesto challenge the outcomeof an election?

5 Mrs. Thomas. Yes. And Democrats have done that in many instances -~ 2000,

6 2004,2016. It seemed like there were a lot of people who claimed President Trump was

7 illegitimate for 4 years and tried to undermine his administration. ~ Do you agree with

8 that?

9 Ms. Cheney. Well, think thatwe have to beveryclear here and specific.

10 Sothe process by whichwe elect a President is one inwhichthe State legislators

11 determine the manner in which thoseelectorsare selected. And there are provisions in

12 each State for the candidates to bring challenges. And sof there are concerns about

13 fraud, the candidates have to produce evidence.

1 And | think it's what we saw in this situation, was 61 out of 62 courts ruled against

15 the President and his allies. And so when youhave judges, including those appointed by

16 the President, saying things like charges require specific allegations and proof and we

17 have neither here, or saying this was a profound and historic abuse of the judicial process,

18 or making clear that, you know, this is a country of laws.

19 And 50 once those court cases are decided, thePresident and all of us have an

20 obligation to abide by the rulingsof those courts, don't we?

21 Mrs. Thomas. | understandyour point of view, and | do think President Biden is

22 the President.

23 Ms. Cheney. And do you think that we have an obligation to abide by the rulings

24 of the courts?

ES Mrs. Thomas. | hope so. Yes.
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1 Ms. Cheney. Thank you.

2 J ! see Mr. Raskin, | think, is up if he hasanyquestions.

3 Mr. Raskin. Thank you very much.

a Mrs. Thomas, what was the most significant case of voter fraud that you were

5 concemed with after the election took place?

6 Mrs. Thomas. Thank you for that question, Congressman Raskin.

7 I can't say that | was familiar at that time with any specific evidence. | was just

8 hearingit from news reports and friends on the ground, grassroots activists who were

9 inside of various polling places that found things suspicious.

10 Soldon'tknow. | was not an expert of the fraud and irregularities that were

11 starting to be talked about.

2 Mr. Raskin. see. And what are the episodes of fraud that still concern you,

13 evenin the wake of more than 60 Federal and State court decisions rejecting allegations

14 of fraud and irregularity?

15 Mrs. Thomas. What | dol think today?

16 Mr. Raskin. Yes. | thought you were saying that you continue to say that things

17 were being found about fraud.

18 Mrs. Thomas. Right. There seems to be a lot of people still moving around,

19 identifying ways that there were we'll see. We'll see what happens. | don't know

20 specificinstances. But certainly| thinkwe all know that there are people questioning

21 what happened in 2020, and it takes time to develop an understanding of the facts.
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1

2 [o33am)

3 Mr. Raskin. Which States concern you the most?

a Mrs. Thomas. | don't know.

5 Mr.Raskin. Okay. Are you concerned that you're movinginto adifferentkind

6 of political systemif

7 Mr. Paoletta. Okay. | think we want to talk about what happenedduring the

8 postelection activities. WhatMrs. Thomasthinks today about the future|don'tthink is

9 relevant to this discussion.

10 Mr. Raskin. Okay. Well, | asked about whichpost-electionactivities concerns

11 her, but! think the answer is she couldn't identify any, unless| missed that.

2 Mrs. Thomas, were there specific episodes that concerned you after the election?

1B Mr. Pacletta. Doyou recall? Atthe time?

1 Mrs. Thomas. | can't thinkof anythingright now.

15 Mr. Raskin. Okay.

16 And| just have one other question for you, Mrs. Thomas. When you took your

17 sabbatical from action, that was because you had felt as ithere were legal things going

18 on. Isthatright? That youconsideryourselfa political activist and not a legal activist?

19 Dol have that right?

2 Mrs. Thomas. Right. | don't have muchto share when it becomesa legal

21 discussion.

2 Mr. Paoletta. Well, just to

23 Mr. Raskin. Um

2 Mr. Pacletta. I'm sorry. Just to clarifyfor the record, | thinkit's in termsofthe

25 comfort of your friends. It wasn't because it was a legal matter and you were
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1 prohibited. It was because of the comfort of your friends,discussing these types of

2 things.

3 Mrs. Thomas. Right.

a Mr. Paoletta. If you want to say that to the Congressman. | just wanted to

5 make sure the record's clear from what you said before.

6 I'm not sure you were on when she said that, Congressman.

7 Mr. Raskin. Yeah. No, no. That sounds right to me, from what Mrs. Thomas

8 saidbefore,

9 But my question is about the State legislatures and Congress. Because | also took

10 youtobe saying that the decision that the State legislatures might make and the decision

11 that Congress would make were, in fact, still up for grabs.

2 Did youconsideryourself involved in that as part of the political process?

1B Mrs. Thomas. I'd say | was generically involved. | mean, you know, the hope of

14 going to the rally on January 6th was that there would be a robust discussion in the

15 Congress on January 6th about fraud and irregularity.

16 And, you know, | don't think | had a very sophisticated understanding at that point

17 of what would happen, Congressman, but | guess | hoped that something - something

18 could change ina limited period of time before what | thought was a mistake was going to

19 happen,

2 Mr. Raskin. Gotcha. So you were not afraid that your friends would think you

21 wereinvolved ina legal process, by being involved in the discussion of what Congress

22 should do with respect to the electors or what the legislatures should do with respect to

23 theelectors?

2 Mrs. Thomas. Well, I'm not sure I'm following your question. I'm meaning,

25 when! went to the January 6th rally as a citizen at the Ellipse, | was joining with
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1 grassroots citizens who were worried about election fraud and hoping that Congress on
2 January 6th would be able to have a discussion, as many Democrats tried to challenge in

3 previous years electoral challenges by States that they thought were not accurate. And
a so | just thought it was a mainstream activity.

5 Mr. Raskin. Very good. Thank you.

s And yield back
7 wr Can ask just a question to follow up on Mr. Raski'sprir question?
5 vie sue. Goshead
5 ov vrJ

10 Q  Isitfair tosay that your viewofthe existenceoffraudat the time was based

I emwhatother people sald and not your own consideration of the actual evidence?
© A Thatistrue
13 Q And have you ever read a report titled "Lost, Not Stolen"?

M A No
15 Q Okay. That'sa report that was written by a number of prominent

16 conservatives, including Senator John Danforth, Professor Michael McConnell, Judge

77 Michael Luttig, and a numberofothers.
18 A Uh-huh.

19 Q  Soyou've never read that --

0 A No
2a Q reportorseen it?

2 A No
23 Q Okay.

u wir Dowe need break, orae youguys
= Mr. Paoletta, Id justask Gini, do you want to take a break?
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1 Mrs. Thomas, Let's take a quickbreak.

2 vc Okey. Sure

3 Mc We'll o offtherecord.

a Recess.)
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1

2 nos3aml

3 Mell We will go back on the record.

a Mel Mrs. Thomas, | want to follow up on

5 wr! think Mr. Aguilarhasjoined us, just to beclear on the record,

6 another memberofthe committee.

; oveJE
8 Q Iwant to follow up on some of the questions that the members were asking

9 about the concerns that you had about fraud and ask you if you recall when you first

10 became concerned that there had been fraud in the 2020 election.

un A think, yeah, there was a general sense of surprise when the election night

12 wasgoingasitwas. Itlooked like President Trump was going to win, and it shifted, you

13 know, late in the night. And, honestly, it was just because of my sense on the ground as

14 a grassroots activist that it was shocking, that the rather lackluster performance by the

15 Biden candidacy versus what was happening on the ground with President Trump, it

16 just--you know, ina gut way, that was my first sense that something seems wrong here.

7 And then it was things | was reading and things that | was hearing from friends by

18 email and whatnot that seemed like we -like, get to the bottom of it before it's too late.

19 Q And do you recall that process of reading about things and hearing from your

20 friends, do you recall that process taking place in the days immediately after the election,

21 like November3rd,4th,Sth?

2 A Ithink there were things that came up right away. | mean, yeah, | think

23 there were emails that started moving around about things happening in certain States.

24 Whether it was Detroit or whether it was other places, | can't remember now. | didn't

25 focus specifically onit. I'm sorry.
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1 Q No, that's okay. And the reason | ask is that your text messages or the

2 emails we've seen, very early on it appears that you had formed a view that the election

3 hadbeenstolen.
. A Right
5 Q Andare wesortof --

. [—
7 Mr. Paoletta. -- exhausted fraud being investigated.

8 Mrs. Thomas. Good point.

9 I didn't catch what you -- the premise of your question is that | thought there was

10 fraud. | didn't think it was stolen, sir.

u Mr. Pacletta. Okay. Soyou wanted the fraud ~ I'm sorry ~ just wanted the
12 fraud investigated, the reports of it. But you had said "stolen." | didn't want to

13 Mrs. Thomas. Right. | missed it.

1 Me id you come to a view at some point that the election was stolen by
15 fraud?

16 Mrs. Thomas. | worried that there was fraud and irregularities that distorted the

17 election butit wasnt uncovered in a timely manner, so we have President Biden.
1 ovrJ
19 Q Did you, while you heard about different, you know, fraud and

20 irregularities -- you mentioned Detroit -- did you also follow when people would debunk

2a those, so when they would consider evidence and decide, no, there actually wasn't fraud

2 in this circumstance? Did you follow any of those?

23 A Idon't remember seeinganyof those.

2 Q So, for example, the allegation about suitcases in Georgia --

2s A Ubhuh.
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1 Q  ~doyou recall ordo you follow any of the, kind o, followup that was done

2 by Georgia officials or Federal law enforcement officials on that matter after the

3 allegations were made?

a A didnot

s Mr. Paoletta. ~ And, just to be clear, fraud and iregularities, right? Where there

6 are, you know when rules are changed and something, t's not permissible, so that

7 would be an illegal vote, right? Not fraudulent, but an illegal vote. So

s rf Riche
° Mr. Pacletta. |just wanted to get that on the record.

10 wirJl Mv question was more towards when there were allegations of

no fraud

2 Mr. Pacletta. Yeah. Okay.

13 wirll For instance, the example | gave was the suitcases in Georgia.

14 There were allegations that there was a suitcase stuffed with fraudulent false ballots.

15 Mrs. Thomas. Right.

16 vic And there were subsequent law enforcement efforts, both at the

17 State and Federal level, to investigate whether that actually happened.

1s And so my question was, did you follow or, kind of, consider those investigations

19 after in the allegationsoffraud like that?

2 Mrs. Thomas. | did not.

2 willl oy.

2 ovr J
2 Q Prior to the election, Mrs. Thomas, were you involved in any discussions,

24 about the potentiality of fraud or that the Democrats might tryto steal the election or

25 anything to that effect?
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1 A Yes. Well that'sa big part of why we had some people, including John

2 Eastman and Chuck DeVore, come to Groundswell meetings. There were two groups

3 that created, it was called, the 79-day project, and it was briefed toour groups, about

4 what would happen by the left if they lost the election. And they had tried to war-game

5 outwhat that was,

6 And so that was something that our groups were focused on, what could happen if

7 Bidenlost

8 Q Did you participate in the 79-day project?

9 A No. We just brought them in to brief groups.

10 Q Did they "they," you mean Mr. DeVore and Mr. Eastman?

u A Yes.

2 Q And did they brief groups and | want to talk about which groups in a

13 moment, but did they do these briefings before orafterthe exercise that they did, this

14 sortof war-gaming exercise that they did?

15 A Ibelieve it was after, when they had a written report.

16 Q  Doyou know people who participated in that exercise besides Mr. DeVore or

17 Mr. Eastman?

18 A don't remember. | know it was the Texas Public Policy Foundation and

19 Claremont, but | don't know if it went I don't know the specific people who were

20 involved. It seemed extensive and well-thought-out to me.

21 Q Did Cleta Mitchell participate, to your knowledge?

2 A ldon'tknow.

23 Q Did youever talk to her about it?

2 A don'tremember anything about her. She may have been at when we had

25 those briefings, but | don't remember her participating as a participant in that.
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1 Q Which of the groups were you referring towhen you said that Mr. DeVore

2 and Mr. Eastman briefed you on the results of their war-game exercise?

3 A Ibelieve they talkedto the Groundswell meeting. | don't know if they did

4 the Frontliner group or not.

5 Q And you believe that discussion with the Groundswell group was after the.

6 exercise but before the election?

7 A Yes

8 Q Do you remember discussions at that meeting regarding what efforts might

9 be taken to address fraudulent activity that took place in the election causing Mr. Biden

10 tobe declared the winner?

un A No,Idon't--Idon't remember that.

2 Q Did Mr. Eastman or Mr. DeVore or anyone else discuss this notion of State

13 legislators taking some responsibility or taking some action to challenge or change the

14 result of the election?

15 A No. Idont-Idon't rememberthat. | mean, | wasn't down in the details.

16 Ijust remember at this point in time, | just remember there was generally a briefing

17 about that war-game activity.

18 Mr. Paoletta. AndJl I'm sorry, you're talking about before the election,

19 right?

0 ve ves
2 Mr. Paoletta. Okay. Sorry.

2 ov vrJ
23 Q Did you know Mr. DeVore prior tothis briefing that he gave regarding the

24 79-day project?

2 A If1did, | don't remember. | may have met him at different things, but |
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1 didn't focus on Chuck DeVore until this occasion.

2 Q How about Mr. Eastman? Had you known Mr. Eastman for some time?
3 A Yes. He wasa clerk for my husband back in the early days, and he's an

4 active participant with the “Thomas clique" clerks that gather and - by Christmas and

5 retreats, etcetera.
s Q And] called him "Mr. Eastman." | think he goesby "Dr. Eastman."

7 Had you had discussions with Dr. Eastman outside of this meeting at
8 Groundswell regarding the 79-day project, had you had discussions with Dr. Eastman

9 prior tothe election about potential avenues that could be pursued f former Vice:

10 President Biden was declared the winner?
n A don't remember that. | mean, | don't remember any conversations with

12 John about that. But thinkI was just trying to facilitate him presenting what the

13 wargaming effort showed as to what the left could do if they lost and how they could - |
14 just don't remember specifics about the 79-day project. Im you can read it. don't

15 rememberit

16 vcJ con iostask
7 veil Yeah.
1s viel when you say "what the left would do when they lost," did you

19 mean what policies they would put in place or did you mean what they would do with
2 respect tothe actual election?

2 Mrs. Thomas. What they would do to challenge the election.
2 vir okey.
3 Mrs. Thomas. Like, how they would throw it into the House, et cetera. The
24 things that probably came up later. So, yes, it was - | mean, you should read it. | don't

25 rememberthespecifics.
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: ovvrIE
2 Q Take a lookatexhibit1 in thebinderin frontof you.

3 A oa
4 Q And this is it starts, or the top email is from you to Mr. DeVore, Dr.

5 Eastman, and a gentleman by the name of Tim Daughtry, dated November 6th.

s Do you seethat?
7 Aves
s Q Okay. Iwantto start at the earlestin-time email in ths chain, so that
9 begins on page 2 of the exhibit,| believe.

10 A Okay.

u @ And doyou seein the bottom-ight comer there's a number, i says
12 “Chapman 003019"?

5 Aves.
M Q Okay. Just want to make sure we're on the same page.
15 A Okay.

16 Q Even though there are several pagesafter that, | believe theyall flow from

7 that email that's ted on page 3019, the Friday, November 6th email at 6:12 am. from
1 Connie tare.
19 A Okay.

20 Q Do you see where I'm looking?

2 Aves
2 Q Okay. Do you recall have you seen this email hain before?
23 A Idon't rememberit until you guys presented it, but --| don't remember it.

22 Q And this wasn't in your emails when you went backor counsel went and

25 looked for documents responsive to the subpoena -- or, excuse me, the request. Is that
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1 correct?

2 Mr. Paoletta. That's correct, yeah.

3 Mrs. Thomas. Okay.
a oy vir
s Q  Soitappears that Ms. Hare has forwarded, in this 6:12 a.m. email, an article

6 by someone named Daniel Horowitz describing a strategyby which Republican-controled
7 State legislatures could, quote, "rectify election fraud committed by courts and

8 governors”
9 Had you heard of that strategy before November6, 2020?

10 A No. No.
1 Q Was that something that came up in the course of the discussion regarding
12 the 79-day project?

13 A Idon't have any memoryof that.

1 a olay.
15 I should note for the record that Representative Kinzinger has joined.

16 A Okay.

w Q Ms. Hare says in her email that she hopes State legisiatures were already
18 looking into the approach suggested by Mr. Horowitz. And she said, quote, "We need to

19 normalize it by talking about it, writing about it. We cannot allow Marxists to steal the

20 election through fraud, and that is exactly what they're doing."

21 Do yousee that?

2 A Yes
23 Q On November 6, 2020, did you share Ms. Hare's belief that Marxists were

22 stealing the 2020 election?

2s A Idon'trememberwhat|wasthinkingatthe time.
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1 Q What did you understand Ms. Hare to mean when she said "we need to

2 normalize it by talking aboutit writing about it"?

3 A don't knowif |, you know, read down that far. | don't know if | focused on

4 it I-ldont.

5 a okay.

6 Above the email from Ms. Hare is an email from someone named Ann Siegel. Do

7 you know Ann Siegel?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Who's that?

10 A she'saninvestigator, a pollster, in the Midwest.

un Q Ms. Siegel writes, presumably to Ms. Hare and others on this chain, "|

12 believe this is our best play now and for the future.”

1B A Uhhh.

1 Q "We need to reassert the powers given to the states in the Constitution.”

15 What did you understand her to meanbythat?

16 A don't knowiffocused on it at the time.

7 a okay.

18 And the very next email in the chain is from you --

19 A Uhhh

2 Q and you write, "Agree. And thanks to you all."

21 want to pause on that for a second. So when you said "agree," were you

22 agreeing with Ms. Siegel and Ms. Hare that we need to take these steps that they've:

23 described in their emails?

2 A can't speak to what | believed when | wrote thatback then, but the point

25 wastryingto get at State evidenceofirregularities and fraud in a timely manner before
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1 therewas abig decision.

2 Q And you say, "Eric Berger is on the case with a group of us."

3 A Uh-huh.

4 Q Who's Eric Berger?

5 A Eric Berger is somebody who created FreeRoots, the grassroots mass

6 communication device. And he was working on, with someone who started a campaign

7 onFreeRoots, something that would message to State legislators.

8 Q And what did you mean when you said that he was "on the case with a

9 groupofus"?

10 A Ibelieve he was working on a FreeRoots campaign that people in

11 Groundswelland other groups could use to help focus on State legislators and their role

12 in identifying fraud and irregularity in their elections.

1B a Okay.

1 So the email chain was started at 6:00 a.m. — at least the excerpt that we have

15 here was started at 6:00 a.m. onFriday the 6th. Your response is at 11:00 a.m.

16 Had you had conversations with Mr. Berger and others before 11:00 a.m, or 11:09

17 am. on the 6th about the need to activate the FreeRoots messaging and so forth?

1 A I don't think so, but | have no memoryof what | would've done or how |

19 wouldve known that.

2 Q What's your best recollection of how itis that you connected with Mr.

21 Bergerinthat timeframe right after the election?

2 A It could've been alistservdiscussion where he identified a possible action

23 item. Idon'tknow. Orit could've been a meeting that | went to. | can't remember

24 what was happening on November th, honestly.

2 Q Yeah. And the reason I'm pushinga little bit on your memory and | know
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1 it'sa while ago, and | maybe sound like I'm repeating questions that you've already said

2 youdon't recall, but trying to prompt a memory here maybe -- that this isvery shortly

3 after the election

4 A Uh-huh.

5 Q and it seems as if, sort of, the machine of potentially, you know, grassroots

6 messaging and so forth has already sort of kicked into gear quickly pretty.

7 And I'm wondering if you could help us sort of understand the origin ofthator

8 what your - earliest memory about this, sort of, messaging effort and how it came about.

° A lcan'thelpyou. I'msorry.

10 I think you have to put yourselves in the shoes of had this happened theother way

11 around and people were finding tools before the election was called to identify fraud and

12 irregularity that seemed to have a big impact on the final election. And it falls into that

13 kind of thing for people on the center-right.

1 Q And! understand that -- | hear you loud and clear on the points you've been

15 making about the fraud and irregularities and the concerns you had.

16 This also seems to, though, target a specific, sort of, strategy

7 A Uh-huh.

18 Q the one that Ms. Hare and Ms. Siegel are talking about in these prior

19 emails about it being our "best play” to look to thelegislatures and so forth.

2 I'm trying to see if that prompts a memory as to when you first became aware that

21 that was a strategy that was going to be pursued.

2 A 1 Idon't remember.

zn Q  Sothe email chain sort of continues, with other folks chiming in or weighing

24 in ontheirviewsofthis approach, including Mr. Daughtry in the email on the first page.

25 Doyousee it, at 12:34 on November 6th?
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1 A Yes

2 Q Who's Mr. Daughtry?
3 A Hes an author ofa book called "Sleeping the Waking Giant" about

4 grassroots conservatives. He lives in North Carolina. He'sa memberof Groundswell

5 I've used him some times to bea facitator at retreats that I've had on a number of cases,
6 He's very good at communication ideas

7 Q And he notes some concerns from a messaging standpoint about this
8 approach that's advocated in Mr. Horowitz's article and then sort of endorsed by the

9 other folks that we've just read from.

10 Is that sort ofa fai characterization of what he's saying in his email?
1 A lguessso.

2 Q And then you forward his email or the chain including is emal, to Mr.

13 DeVore and Dr. Eastman at, it looks like, 2 o'clock mountain time on the 6th.
1 Doyouseethat?

15 A Yes

16 Q Why were you bringing Mr. DeVore and Dr. Eastman into this conversation,
1 ifyourecall?

1 A Idontrecall. don't know.

1 Mr. Paoletta, You dont recall
0 Mrs. Thomas. Yeah. 1 don't recall

21 ey ve[IR

2 Q  Yousay in the email, "Tim Daughtry (see below) works on messaging with

Bow

2 A Unhuh
2s Q "And f you were doing a myth and fact, as we discussed this a.m. could you
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1 have a brief discussion with Tim Daughtry as you both are thinking through the left's

2 responses and how we would need to rebut."

3 A Right

a Q Do you recall havinga discussion with Mr. DeVore and Dr. Eastman on the

5 morning of November 6th?

6 A No,Idon't-Idon't recall.

7 Q  Doyou recall any discussion with either of them about a myth and fact?

8 A I mean, I see the email that it looks like something | would do.

9 It could've followed a meeting that happened that morning. I'm guessing; | don't

10 know. When!say "we discussed this a.m," it could've been a meeting that was held for

11 Groundswellers about what we do at that point. And so action items were probably

12 being considered.

1B Q  Thisis before you started what you've described as a sabbatical, right?

1 A Right.

15 Q Do you remember in those early days after the election of there being a

16 series of meetings, or meetings at all, about, okay, what's the plan here, what are we

17 doing, how are we going to address and confront these concerns about fraud and

18 irregularities?

19 A Probably. don't remember specifically, but that tends to be what happens

20 ata Groundswell meeting. We look for action items that can help galvanize grassroots

2a focus.

2 And probably, you know, that was in the politcal lane. And so something must

23 have happened | don't remember the calendar, but before —until the 9th. That's

24 whenit was too legal to me, and that's when| pulledbackfrom the meetings.

ES So, as far as this - focused on State legislators and helping them politically see
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1 their role, that was what | was doing,

2 Q  Doyou remember what happened on the 9th that caused youto thinkthat

3 youneeded tostep back?

4 A I don't remember. It musthave gotten just too legal.

5 Q What doyou mean by that, "too legal"?

6 A Ithink there were challenges moving to the courts.

7 Q Well, there certainly were court cases filedinthedays immediatelyafter the

8 election

° A Right,

10 Q  --asthere often are, as you pointed out, election challenges. Were those

11 thelegal challenges that concerned you or that caused you to take this sabbatical?

2 A I don't remember the specifics.

1B Q Was there - again, I'm going to push a littlebitjust to see if | can jog a

14 memory. Was therea concern that there might be cases beyond just the typical

15 election challenges that were being filed in the States that might, for example, percolate

16 uptothe Supreme Court?

7 A Idon'tknow. | think probably was thinking about Bush v. Gore and what

18 happened and how chaotic it became and what a big role the Supreme Court played, and

19 Iwanted to pull back.

2 Q You talked about the Groundswell meetings and this is what typically

21 happens in, sort of, grassroots mobilizing - and I'm paraphrasing your last response.

2 A Uh-huh.

zn Q  Doyou recalla decisionthat Groundswellwas going to have more frequent

2 meetings than it typically had in this post-election timeframe?

2 A Ithink they did. Andthat was, again,something that | was gonna be pulling
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1 outof,so other people were doing agendas and that kind of thing.

2 Q think we've seen some reference, maybe in some of the documents that

3 youhave there, about dail calls with Groundswell. Was that something that was

4 happening before you started your sabbatical?

5 A No. Itwouldbe, | believe my memory is that it was after| pulled out

6 of -itwas getting too legal. And so think they wanted to continue meeting, and|

7 wanted to depart and let them havetheirconversations that could've included legal

5 issues

9 Q  Doyou remember who made the decision — if you know -- who made the

10 decision that there were going to be daily meetings?

n A Idon't remember. It probably was a consensus thing.

2 Q Prior to your taking a sabbatical, would that have beensomething that you

13 would've been involved in, given your role or position within the Groundswell group?

1 A Towhat?

15 Q To make a decision, we're going to have daily Zoom call.

16 A No,not on this. | wouldn't have done that. It would've been other people

17 inthe group that wouldve said, we need daily cals on what's happening. And that

18 probably is what pulled me away.

19 Q  Isthere a particular person or group of people who you think would've made

20 thatdecision? Orisitjust sort ofa consensus that might've come up in a — I'm asking.

21 youtospeculate, but ~ in a meeting?
2 Mr. Pacletta. Do you know?

» Mrs. Thomas. | don't know,

2 svve [IIR

2 Q But that wasn't your it wasn't your call —
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1 A No

2 Q that we need to have daily Zoom calls?

3 A Itwasnot

a wr.ll Could! ifwe're going to

s wirJl Justone more question
6 vrJ Yeah.

7 vr. -- on thisone email. Sorry.

s ovwieJ
9 Q  "Mythandfact”

10 A Uhhuh.

un Q Whats ~ do you know what that refers to or what that means?

2 A Yes. Thats frequently used for political documents that help inform people

13 oncomplexthings. And people put myths and facts together. You know what it

16 means

15 Q Yeah, I want to make sure my understanding i the same as yours, that when

16 it's referenced in this email it's referring to some type of document, an explainer --

7 A Yeah

18 Q that was going to be put together by Mr. DeVore and Dr. Eastman?

19 A Ifthey wanted todothat. Iwas looks lie | wasrecommendingTim

20 Daughtry as a valuable asset for that.

2 Q Okey. Thankyou

2 oyvrI

2 Q Just still on the same exhibit 1,on page 2, it starts by forwarding thisarticle

24 and reports from Daniel Horowitz, andthe title is "How Republican-controlled state

25 legislatures can rectify election fraud committed by courts and governors.”
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1 Did you think that courts had committed election fraud at this time?
2 A I probably -- | don't know if | read this, and | don't -- that doesn't sound like

3 something would believe in. But don't have a memory.
4 Q Okay. And do you have any evidence or know of any evidence that courts

5 committed election fraud during the elections period?

6 A No.
7 Q Okay. And how about Governors? Do you have any reason to think that

8 particular Governors committedelection fraud?
9 A Ididn't get into the specifics. I'm sorry. | was kindofa generalist, and|

10 don't have specific evidences of fraud. It was just a general belief that was motivating

1 meatthe time
12 Q Okay.

13 Mrs. Thomas. Are we done?

1 Me Notvet. |was going to move to another exhibit
15 syvr[I

16 Q Mrs. Thomas,canyoutake a look at exhibit 23?

w A Yes.
18 Q Have you seen this document before?

19 A Idon't remember seeing it until you guys brought it to our attention this

20 week.

2a Q Do you know who prepared it?

2 A to
23 Q Did you have any role in the release of this report?

24 A No.

2s Q So, take t, you didn't - you did't review it at or around the time that it
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1 was released?

2 A Notthat| remember.

3 Q Are youaffiliated with a group called CNP Action?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Were you in December of 20207

6 A I may have been, but didn't -- again, | took a step back, so | wasn't involved

7 inwhat they were doing. Did they create this?

8 Q Myunderstanding is that they did.

° A Okay. Itwassomething| didn't see. didn't --| wasn't participating with

10 CNP Action at that time.

un Q And that was part of your sabbatical you mentioned.

2 A Yes.

1B Q So, from November 9th going through mid-January, you stepped back from

14 CNP Action's efforts regarding the election?

15 A Among others that | stepped back from, yes.

16 Q Yes

7 Do you know -- have you ever talked to Ms. Mitchell about this document, by any.

18 chance? Cleta Mitchell.

19 A I don't have any memory of it

2 Mr. Paoletta. And, just to be clear, you don't have any memory of this document

2a atall

2 Mrs. Thomas. Right.

23 Mr. Paoletta, Okay. So--

2% Mrs. Thomas. The first | remember seeing it was when you guys brought it to

25 ourattention.
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1 Mr. Paoletta. Okay.

2 oyvrJ
3 Q To your knowledge, before or after your sabbatical, do you know if CNP

4 Action played any role in challenging the resultsofthe 2020 election?

5 A Idon't know what role they must've or might've played. | really pulled back

6 from them, and I've actually now come off of that group. But didn't attend a ot of

7 their meetings and — no, | wasn't aware.

8 Q How about before November 9th, before you began your sabbatical, was.

9 CNP Action taking action or steps to either mobilize folks or promote some sort of

10 messaging regarding the 2020 election?

n A Okay. CNP Action created conference calls with a lot of people at CNP, a

12 bigger group, a (c)(3), and those would occasionally be scheduled. And didn't attend

13 many of the CNP Action phone calls with al those people, and | wasn't involved in setting

14 the agenda for those conference calls. So | was not a valuable partof CNP Action.

5 Mr. Paoletta. Just to gettoJfJfifauestion, it was before November Sth.

16 RightME 1sthatwhat the --

1 ve ves.

15 Mr. Paoletta. ~~ specific question? Okay.

19 Mrs. Thomas. Yes. Even before that. | mean, | wasn't a valuable part of CNP

20 Action. | came to meetings when they would have them, and | happened to be at CNP

21 meetings, but | was going to less and less of the CNP meetings. So | would callin

22 sometimes to the CNP Action meetings that were sometimes happening in the midst of

23 those gatherings.

2 Doesthathelp you?

2 ovvr
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1 Q Yeah, think | understand. Yeah. They were okay. I'l leave itat that.

2 Solet me ask you, though, about Cleta Mitchell. Did she work with you during

3 the time that you were more involved with CNP Action? Did sheworkwith that group?

a A She was not, to my knowledge, a memberof CNP Action.

5 Am wrong? Was she a member?

6 1 don't remember her being a CNP Action member. It was a groupof six or seven

7 people, I believe, and | don't remember her in those meetings.

8 Q Do you recall having any discussions - and if | asked you this already, |

9 apologize. Do you remember having any discussions with Cleta Mitchell in the

10 aftermath of the 2020 election about potential fraud in the election?

un A knew she was upset about Georgia. | know she was very active in what

12 was happening. And | may have heard somehow and | don't know how | heard it, but |

13 may have heardher talking about what she was doing in Georgia and that she was upset.

14 That'salll remember.

15 Q When you say you may have heard, did you talk to her directly?

16 A Idon'tthink so. | think she was presenting at something that | may have

17 heard. justcan't remember.

18 Q Ms. Mitchell has testified under oath to this committee that she spoke with

19 you about what was going on in Georgiaafter the election and that you asked her about

20 the claims of fraud that were being made there.

21 Is that accurate?

2 A don't have any memory of it. So maybe she has a better memory than |

3 do

2 Q You don't recall any specific discussions with her or even general discussions

25 with her about what she was finding in Georgia and what the lay of the land seemed to be
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1 there with respect to the fraud claims?

2 A No. Idont remember.

3 Q Did you ever speak with Ms. Mitchell about State legislatures choosing

4 electorsin the Presidential election?

5 A Idon't remember that.

6 a okay.

7 This document -- and | know that you said you hadn't seen it before we provided it

8 toyour counsel includes ~ there are some bullet points about potential theories and

9 arguments regarding the role of State legislatures. But then there are several pages of,

10 sortof, summaries of fraud claims in some of the contested States

un Doyouseethat partof the document?

2 Mr. Paoletta. Yeah, the first time she ever saw this was on Tuesday. So--and|

13 think she'd never seen, Id never seen it, so we didn't spend a lot of time on it.

14 Mrs. Thomas. And | didn't read it.

15 Mr. Paoletta. Yeah.

16 sv vrJ

7 Q Okay. Well,ifyou just look at the State-specific pages, so starting on

18 page 4 through the end

19 A Uhhh

2 Q have you seen any documents like this, meaning summaries by State, or in

21 aparticular State, listing the fraud allegations that supposedly took place in those States

22 with regard to the 2020 election?

2 A No

2 Q 50, going to Mr. Raskin's questionearlier about particular claims of fraud,

25 this document lists several of them, but you've not seen documents like that, a
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1 compilation of fraud claims in various jurisdictions.

2 A Right. Itlooks like a valuable document, but| hadn't seen it until Tuesday.

3 Q  Doyou know Jenny Beth Martin?

4 A ldo.

5 Q Did you ever discuss with Ms. Martin any efforts to overturn the results of

6 the2020election?

7 A Again, 1 go to the premise of your question. Anything | was doing was

8 looking for fraud and irregularities in the election, not to overturn it.

° 1 don't remember any specific conversations with Jenny Beth about what actions

10 shewasdoing. She was active with Cleta, | think, in Georgia. That's all | remember.

un Q And was she also active in CNPAction?

2 A Yes.

1B Q How about Russell Ramsland? Was he involved with CNP Action?

1 A Idon't think so.

5 Q  Doyou know Mr. Ramsland?

16 A I know the name, but | don't know him.

7 Q Have you ever had any conversationswith him about the2020election?

1 A Nottomy knowledge.

19 Mr. Paoletta. Who is he?

2 BYMR.I

2 Q Russell Ramsland, I think, ran for Congress in Texas many years ago. And

22 hewasinvolved with a group called -or he became involved with agroup called Allied

23 Security Operations Group, and they were active in investigating claims of fraud relating.

2 to Dominion voting machines.

2 A Okay. Ididn'tknow him. Idon't know.
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1 Q He worked with someone named Phil Waldron. Do you know Phil

2 Waldron?

3 A Ive heard of the name, but | don't know Phil Waldron.

4 vel Anythingelse on the CNPmemo?

5 Mrs. Thomas. ~ Are we done?

6 Ms. Cheney. Can ask a questionJill

7 vie.J Yes, of course.

8 Ms. Cheney. | just wanted to make sure| understood.

9 50, Mrs. Thomas, you mentioned that what you were doing was looking for fraud

10 andiregularities.

un Mrs. Thomas. Yes.

2 Ms. Cheney. But then you also I think| understood you to say that you never

13 sawany lst of fraud or irregularities.

1 Mrs. Thomas. Right. | know. | wasn't very deep; | admit it

15 Ms. Cheney. And so —but you're confident that there was fraud and

16 irregularities?

7 Mrs. Thomas. | was hearing it, Congresswoman, from a lot of people | trust. So

18 trusted people were telling me there were problems, and | just thought there should be

19 peopleat the State level investigating those before it was too late.

2 Ms. Cheney. And so just want to make sure that we're clear that the leadership

21 of the Trump campaign - so, for example, Bill Stepien, the campaign manager, testified to

22 the committee, you know, that it was his job to track down some of these allegations and

23 they would come up dry because, quote, “the allegations didn't prove to be true."

2 You know, Matt Morgan, who was the general counsel for the Trump campaign,

25 discussed a meeting that included a numberof senior attorneys, includingfor the Vice
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1 President, in which he said that the topic was "whether the fraud, maladministration,

2 abuse, or irregularities, if aggregated and read most favorably to the campaign, would be

3 outcome-determinative. And|think everyone's assessment in the room, at least

4 amongst the staff — Marc Short, myself, Greg Jacob was that it wasn't sufficient to be

5 outcomedeterminative.”

6 Are you aware of any of that?

7 Mrs. Thomas. No, | was not.

8 Ms. Cheney. Do you think it's important that the counsel for the campaign and

9 the Attorney General and the Vice President's counsel all determined that there was not

10 sufficient fraud or irregularities, on topof 61 out of 62 courts, to overturn the results of

1 theelection?

2 Mrs. Thomas. | understand your question, and | understand your point. | just

13 believe there were millions who believed there was still fraud and irregularities that were

14 problematicand didn't get solved in a timely manner.

15 Ms. Cheney. Thankyou.

16 sv vr.[IN

7 Q And just following up on Vice Chair Cheney's questioning on that and |

18 knowyou've not seen this document, but| believe -

1 wr. schiff. Mr.Jl could 1just follow upveryquickly

2 MeL Yes, please.

2 Mr.Schiff, - as well?

2 Mrs. Thomas, you talked how millions believed these claims of fraud,

23 notwithstandingwhat the Attorney General was saying, what the White House Counsel

2 was saying,

2 Were millions of people believing this because this was what Donald Trump was
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1 telling them?

2 Mrs. Thomas. | don't know. I'm not an expert at public opinion. | think polls

3 just show that a number of people still havelackof confidence in that election, sir.

a Mr. Schiff. And even though the President's own Attorney General and his White

5 House Counsel, his own campaign lawyers, were all telling him that there wasn't sufficient

6 evidence of fraud that would have affected the result, younonetheless think that that

7 doesn't change youropinion? That it should be excluded based on a belief?

8 Mrs. Thomas. | understand your point of view, si.

9 Mr. Schiff. 1appreciate it. I'm trying to understand your point of view.

10 When the President's own lawyers are telling him there's no "there" there with

11 respect tothe fraud, when his own Attorney General is telling him in a very colorful

12 language that it's BS, you think those opinions, based on the investigation of these

13 allegations, don't deserve weight?

14 Mrs. Thomas. You're asking me what | knew and thought at that time, sir, and |

15 didn't know of those things that you're talking about now. And | was basing what

16 believed off of people | trusted and news that | trusted.

7 Mr. Schiff. If you had known then that the President's Attorney General in

18 real-time was telling him that these claims were false, that there wasn't sufficient fraud to

19 affect the outcome, would that have changed your view and youractions?

2 Mrs. Thomas. | don't know.

2 Mr.Schiff. Thank you, Mr. Harris.

2 oy MRJ

2 Q And, you know, the fact sheets, or the State-specifc fraud descriptions that

24 referred to in this document, following up on Vice Chair Cheney and Representative

25 Schiffs questions, | mean, these were issues that, prior to December 8th, the date of the
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1 release of this document, many, if not all, of them had been addressed by courts and

2 were found not to have merit.

3 And I'm wondering whether you were aware of any discussions within CNP Action

a or with Ms. Mitchell or Ms. Martinor anyone else about the fact that courts had heard

5 these claims, had rejected these claims, and they were nevertheless being put forward in

6 messaging documents to sort of establish that the election was somehow improper or

7 tinted.
8 Any discussionsalongthose lines?

9 A Ireally appreciate, Mr. [JJJfl} vou asking me this, because| think people

10 really misunderstand how minimal my involvement was in that time period. And | didn't

11 see this, and didn't go to the meetings that | usually go to where this kind of information

12 might have been discussed.

13 Sol can't help you further. | wasn't there. |didn't participate in that. Iwas

14 rather superficial in my work at that point.

15 Q In November and early December, were you tracking, sort of, the specific

16 claims of election fraud that were being made by the Trump campaign?

7 A 1 don't have any memory of tracking what the Trump campaign was saying
18 about the election, no. | can't remember anything.

19 Q And by "tracking," | don't mean in a formal sense that you were keeping a

20 spreadsheet —

21 A No.

2 Q but were you awareofor keeping an eye on the nature of the claims that

23 were being made by the Trump campaign in the November and early December

20 timeframe?
25 A Idon't rememberif|was or not. | wasprobably occasionally watching
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1 newsand seeing emails. But, beyond that, | don't — I felt ike | was pulled out. | was

2 looking at Thanksgiving and getting ready for a crowd coming to my house, et cetera.

3 Q So, on November 13th, there'sa text message in the exhibit that we've

4 looked at previously from you to Mark Meadows that says “Sidney Powell" —

s Mr. Paoletta. I'm sorryJl What was the --

6 MBE Yeah, let me — thatwould be helpful.

7 Mr. Paoletta. What's the —

8 Mr t's November 13.

9 Mr. Paoletta. Yep. November 13. Okay, the 19757

0 ve Yes
n Mr. Paoletta, Okay.

2 wcll. At the bottom of page 1.

1B Mrs. Thomas. ~All right

14 ey vie.I:

15 Q  itsays, "Sidney Powell and improved coordination now will help the cavalry

16 come and fraud exposed and America saved." You suggested that Mr. Meadows should

17 help Ms. Powell be “the lead and the face."

15 Do you see that?

19 A Yes

2 Q What caused you to believe that Sidney Powell's presence or efforts would

21 help the cavalry come and fraud exposed - | assume you mean "be exposed” -- and

2 America saved?

2 A Yes. Thank you for that question

2 1 must have been watching enough things where she was communicating in TV.

25 shows orpressconferences where | had confidence inherbecause of what she had done
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1 for Michael Flynn before, and viewedher as a trusted person to get at facts. And I had

2 hoped that she could do the same with - not knowing what was going on with Dominion

3 voting machines.

a But | think you'll see in a later text with Mark Meadows that he corrected my view

5 onSidney Powell. And that was on 11/22, number [llll. And you'll find, after he told

6 methat, kindofgot off thattrain,

7 Mr. Paoletta. You didn't know her, right?

8 Mrs. Thomas. Yeah, | didn't know Sidney Powell. | just saw her on TV and saw

9 whatshe was doing. And sol was pulling in as a someone who looked like she could

10 credibly get to the bottom of it.

n ov vr[IR

2 Q And that's why you thought that she should be the lead and the face of the

13 effort, becauseof the way she presented on television and what you believed to be the

14 substanceofthe claims that she was making on TV?

15 A And what she had done for Michael Flynn. Yes, that was why| had a belief

16 in herability to get to the bottom of things.

7 Q Have you ever spoke to Ms. Powell?

15 A Idon't thinkso.

19 Q And leading up to the text that you referred to on the 22nd, you had texts

20 with Mr. Meadows on the 19th — one on the 19th that says well, actually, let me give

21 youthe Bates number on that

2 Mr. Paoletta. 2212, the second one?

2 wie YesobJEP

2 Mr. Paoletta. Yeah.

2s oyvA:
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1 Q And just call your attention to the partofthat text message which is

2 somewhat lengthy. It says, "Sounds like Sidney andher team are getting inundated with

3 evidence of fraud. Make a plan, release the Kraken, and save us from the left taking

4 America down."

5 What did you mean by that?

6 A Iwas clearly emotional. |regret the language. | was just hopeful that

7 someonewith capacity couldgetat the fraud.

8 Q Do you remember what led you to believe that Sidney and her team were

9 getting inundated with evidence of fraud?

10 A Idontrecall. No.

un Q Later that afternoon -it looks like that text was in the middle of the night.

2 Later in the afternoon on that same day, I represent to you there was a press.

13 conference and maybe you recall - there was a press conference with Mr. Giuliani,

14 Ms. Powell, and several other members of the Trump legal team that was held at the RNC

15 here in Washington

16 A Right.

7 Q Do you remember watching that press conference?

15 A ldo.

19 Q Were you watching it live?

2 A Ithinklwas.

21 Q And itlooks like there are some text messages to Mr. Meadows in real-time

22 while that press conference was taking place. And do you see those? Those are

23 beginning on the text numberI.

2 A Yes

ES Q Andyour first text is, "Tears are flowing in what Rudy is doing right now."
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1 Do you remember what that refers to?

2 A Ithink somebody was identifying fraudandshowing leadership and beinga

3 good communicator,and | was hopeful at the time.

4 Q  Sowere they tears of joy? Is that what you meant?

5 A lguessso.

6 Q Minutes later, you text, "Whoa. Heroes."

7 Do you remember why you were expressing that sentiment to Mr. Meadows.

8 during the press conference?

° A Idon't remember.

10 Q  Soltake it that you were impressed with the presentations by Mr. Giuliani

11 and Ms. Powell at the press conference?

2 A Iwas hopeful.

1B Q Did you discuss the claims being made by Mr. Giuliani and Ms. Powell with

14 anyone other than Mr. Meadows, if you recall, contemporaneously?

15 A I don't think so,

16 Q Did you ever talk to Cleta Mitchell about the claims that Ms. Powell, in

17 particular, was making?

1 AI don't remember any such discussion.

19 Q Did she, Ms. Mitchel, ever tell you that she did not believe that Ms. Powell

20 had theproofto support her claims?

21 A I knew there was controversy in the conservative movement among election

22 integrity lawyers about Sidney Powellsclaims on the Dominion voting machines. Yes.

zn Q But you don't recall a specific conversation with Ms. Mitchell about that?

2% A No.

2 Q And, as you pointed out, you did have an exchange with Mr. Meadows
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1 generally on Ms. Powells ability to back up the claimsthat she was making. Is that
2 right?

3 A Thatis comet
4 Q Did you have any interactions with Mr. Meadows on that topic other than

5 what we see reflected in the text messages?

s A Nol dontthinkso.
7 Q  Soyou don't recall evertalkingto him?

s A No.
9 Q Were you talking to him in this timeframe? Did you have actual

10 conversationswith him? | think maybe we talked about this earlier, but were all your

I communications with Mark Meadows in ths ime via text oremail?
12 A That'sall I remember. | don't have any memory of conversations with Mark

13 atthat time. | think | was hopefully leaving him alone. | was bugging him enough in

1 these tents.
15 Q And just to sort of close the loop on that piece of it, as referenced in the text

16 ‘messages, or as alluded to in the text messages, the Trump campaign issued a statement.

17 on November 22nd distancing itself from Ms. Powell, claiming she had no ole nthe
18 representation of the Presidentorthe campaign.

19 Do you remember learning of that press release or that statement?

20 A The 22nd you think that happened?

2a Q Yes.

2 A No, don't remember, butI - you know, again, see that Mark texted me on
23 the 22nd and said that she's not sharing evidence. So, again, that's all | know. | don't

24 remember something else.

= Q  Soitlooks ike you actualy, inJE vou started thediscussionon the



1 topic, it appears, saying, "Trying to understand the Sidney Powell distancing."

2 A Right.

3 Q And Il represent to you that the timing on that is consistent with the release

4 ofastatement by the campaign. And I'm wondering whether and maybe I'm asking

5 youto speculate here, but - whether that text message was prompted by learning that

6 the campaign was creating some distance and it issued this press release.

7 A No, I didn't 1 don't remember anything about a press release from the

8 campaign. Butlwas surprised that she wasn't providing evidence on the inside. And

9 somynext text to him on the 22nd was the end of me promoting Sidney Powell at that

10 point

un Q After he responded to your message by saying, "She doesn't have anything,

12 oratleast she won't share if she does."

13 A Right.

1 Q And you said, "Wow." And thenyour testimony is that that caused you to

15 sortof stepback from her and promoting her or putting her forward as someone who

16 should be a spokesperson?

7 A Correct.

18 a okay.

19 Any questions on that?

0 ie Ves.
2 sy vrI:

2 Q Mrs. Thomas, you mentioned this controversy in conservative circles about

23 the Dominion claims. Could you talkalittle bit more about that? What was the

24 controversy, and with whom did you discuss that?

2 A Idon't think discussed it. | think I saw — I saw an email exchange on a
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1 listserv, | believe, about - there were people who had done election integrity work for

2 decades who thought there were alternative and better routes to find fraud and

3 imegularity. And that's what | remember. Probably Christian Adams was saying things

4 about Sidney Powell. That's all | remember.
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:
2 (11:45 a.m.)

3 ov vnJ
4 Q Allright. To be clear, there was some -- you saw some email

5 communication suggesting that challenging the integrity of voting machines was not

6 pertaps srategiealyagood ides or rot a reliable way?
7 A It was a debate within conservative leaders who | know and deal with, yes.

5 There was a debate about whether focusing on the machinery was going to be fruitful
9 Q Okay. And do you associate anyone with either side of that debate? You

10 ‘mentioned Christian Adams as being one of those voices of skepticism about the

1 machines.
© Aves
13 Q Was anyone else on Mr. Adams’ side?

M A Tmnotsure. Itwould make sense f Cleta was on that side too. Cleta
15 works with Christian a lot.

16 Q Isee. Do you know whether Ms. Mitchell ever had any skepticism about

7 thedaims?
18 A Idon't remember.

19 Q Okay. And how about the other side? You said there was some

20 controversy. So there were others that did believe that the challenge to machines was a

21 viable option?
2 A There were peaple who believed in Sidney Powell based on what she had
23 done with Mike Flynn, in our group. So those people weren't getting the message from

24 Mark Meadows that | got. So | just watched that play out.

2 Q Okay. Did you ever weigh in on either side of that controversy?
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1 AI dont think did.
2 Q Did youever convey to anyone anywhere that you had heard from Mr.

3 Meadows skepticism about Ms. Powell?
a A Idon'tthinkso. But | have no memory.

5 Q Okay. Anythingelse you recall about this sort of Dominion controversy, the

6 pros and cons of using those -crediting those claims of potential fraud?
7 A Mo.
8 vr Okay. Allright. Thanks.

9 sy vr.[I

10 Q  Doyou know if Ms. Powell was ever invited to a Groundswell meeting in this

1 timeframe?
12 A Ithink sheprobably was.

13 Q And did youhearthat she presented on some of her concerns or claims

14 regarding Dominionorotherwise?
15 A Idon't rememberif|everheard the substance of her coming. Butthere

16 were a numberof people asked to present at Groundswell when | wasn't there.

w a olay.
18 Mr. Paoletta. | just wanted to, just going back to your exchange with Tim.

19 I think preparing forthis meeting with the email in terms of Ms. Thomas’ kind of

20 recollection of the Christian Adams email is what refreshed her memory on it.

2 ve see.
2 Mrs. Thomas. Yeah, No. 17.
23 Mr. Paoletta. Yeah.

2 Ve Aight.
25 Mr. Paoletta. So | wanted to explain to clarify why she had a
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: we veoh veah.
2 Mrs. Thomas. Yeah.

3 srr
4 Q And |was just, again, in mytypical fashion of trying to push and proda little

5 bit to maybe provoke a memory, | wonder whether it was sort of fallout from a

6 Groundswell meeting that Ms. Powel attended that might have prompted some ofthis
7 debate and discussion amongyour circle.

s Does that sound familar? Does that-
9 A Ihave noidea.

10 Q Okay. And, infact, you're not even sure that she was -- that she did attend

un orappearat-
12 A Orcallin.

13 Q participatein.

A Idonitknow. 1 don'tknowf she didornot. wouldn't surprise me if she
15 called in or came. | don't know.

16 Q During the time that you were on your sabbatical from these various

WRRYERRSRA IEEE
18 speakers for the Groundswell meetings?

19 A Ithink sometimesif they needed help they would call me because | had

20 connections through the conservative movement. So sometimes people would return

2a my phone call that they wouldn't if they were other people.

» The people on the Hi, we had congressionalstafferswho pulled those
23 congressional people into meetings if they wanted them. So sometimes | helped.

2 Q Or how about on the other side of it? "Hey, this is someone you folks

25 should be thinking about. This person would be a great speakerfor the next meeting or
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1 tofillyouin on what's happening."

2 A That's the role didn't play in this time period.

3 Q Okay. That's what | wastryingtogetat.

a A Yeah

5 Q Okay. Were you-- again, a tracking question, and, again, | don't mean ina

6 literal sense - but were you keeping track of or generally aware of what courts were

7 doing with respect to Ms. Powell's claims in particular?

8 1 know Vice Chair Cheney asked you some questions about the courts and your

9 knowledge of the decisions that were being made. Were you generally aware that

10 Ms. Powell's claims were being presented in courts around the country?

n A No

2 wil Anything else on this topic?

3 mr Not on that one, no.

1a ME Do you want to take another break?

15 Mrs. Thomas. No.

16 wir | see you looking at your watch.

7 Mrs. Thomas. No. Do you guys want to take a break? I'm fine.

15 Mr. Paoletta. I'm okay.

19 Mrs. Thomas. Okay. Let's keep going.

2 vicJ 1 guess let me just on the issue

21 wr. Aguilar. [Ill can ask a question?

2 MeL Yes, Mr. Aguilar.

23 Mr. Aguilar. Hello. Good morning. Thanks Ill

2 Mrs. Thomas, I'm sorry, | came on, | think, 45 minutes late.

2 But the text messages that you're referencing end, a substantial amount of them
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1 endon 11/24, on November 24th. And then, if have this right, there was a single one

2 afterthatinanuary.

3 From the periodof November 24th to January 10th, do you recall any

4 communication with Mr. Meadows in that timeframe?

5 Mrs. Thomas. No. Just the texts were unfortunate enough. Nope, that's ll

6 remember.

7 Mr. Aguilar. Is that right? Do | have that timelinerightJillan?

8 mr Yes, Mr. Aguilar, you do, exactly. There were no texts between

9 November24thandJanuary 10th.

10 Mr. Aguilar. In your text messages you mentioned sending something to his

11 email, Mark Meadows’ email. You turned over any emailstothe select committee?

2 Mrs. Thomas. What was he talking about?

1B 1 don't -- which email which textare you talking about? ~ Oh, I tink you're

14 talking ~ are you talking the one for Jared Kushner?

15 Mr. Paoletta. Yeah. It's 11975, Congressman, right? First page, last text

16 message: "I just forwarded toyourGmail."

7 Mr. Aguilar. Yeah.

15 Mr. Paoletta. Yeah. But Mrs. Thomas did not have that in her records.

19 Mr. Aguilar. ~All ight. Thank you.

2 Mrs. Thomas. Uh-huh.

2 wef Jost one more since we're focused on the texts. If you could look
20 at thisisstillin exhibit 30. It's the very last text, dated January 10th, 2021. Anda

23 portion of the text says

2 Mr. Paoletta. And I'm sorry, Joe, which one?

2s wieJ. 10thevery ast tex.
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1 Mr. Pacletta. Okay.

2 wirJl t's dated January 1st I'msorry — January 10th, 2021.

3 Mr. Paoletta. Yeah.

a oyvr.I

s Q Aportionof it says, "Most of us are disgusted with the VP and are ina

6 listening mode to see where to fight with our teams."

7 Can you explain, why were you disgusted with the Vice President?

5 A Right. lappreciate your question.

° 1 believe, looking back, that was frustrated that | thought Vice President Pence

10 might concedeearlier than what President Trump was inclined to do. ~ And | wanted to

11 hear Vice President Pence talk more about the fraud and irregularities in certain States

12 that! thoughtwasstill lingering.

13 And so was frustratedwiththe Vice President for not sounding the same, in the

14 samethematic way. | mean, Iwas just picking up things on the news media. But that

15 would be why.

16 Q  SothisisonJanuary 10th. ~ Wasthisa reflection of whatyou thoughthe

17 should have done on January 6th?

1s A No,I don't think | wasn't focused on the Vice President's role on

19 January 6th. | was just hoping Congress would have a robust discussionofthe specific

20 State fraud that was surfaced that they were getting ready and poised todo. It wasn't

21 about what happened by Vice President Pence on that day.

2 Q  Doyouthink that Vice President Pence on January 6th took appropriate

23 action?

2 A Ithink he probably did. | don't think he probably had a role that he could

25 have done anything else than he did that day.
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' welll okay. Thanks
2 Mr. Paoletta. Are we breaking on the texts? | want to take a break. Can we

3 tkeabreak?
. We We can take a break. 1 was going to do one more text sequence.
5 Mr. Pacletta. Oh, sure, yeah.

. wie Sut we can breaknow if thats better
7 Ms. Squires. We're also going to lose our room, so if there's anything in

8 therein minutes we should go get i.
9 Mr. Paoletta. Yes. Let's go off the record.

10 [Recess.]

un will Okey. Were backon the record
» or veJR
13 Q Ms. Thomas, before we move off the text messages, there was one other

16 conversation, we'll cal it, not old-style conversation, but 21st century conversation that |
15 wanted to askyou about.

1 Aves
wv Q And ts the conversation on November 24th. As Representative Aguilar
18 noted, it was the last conversation before that long break and then the final text in

19 January. And it starts -- so you can see it starts on page 3 of the exhibit.

20 A Page 3 of the exhibit.

2a Q And the Bates number is 12714.

2 Do you see that?
» Aves
24 Q Now, it's hard to read the hyperlink--

2 Aves
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1 Q because of the colors. And we won't click on or play that video. But |

2 believe it'sa Glenn Beck video. And you can see referencing in the next text message

3 something about what Glenn is expressing, and then you describe it for Mr. Meadows

4 verybriefly on the top of the next page, page 4.

5 Are you with me?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Okay. Soin the first message after the one with the video link

8 A Yes.

° Q  yousay to Mr. Meadows,"Ifyou all cave to the elites, you have to know

10 that many of your 73 million feel like what Glenn is expressing, me included. | think I'm

11 done with politics, and | don't think I'm alone, Mark."

2 Do you remember what it was that caused you to feel so frustrated or concerned

13 that you might even step aside from what you had been doing for basically your entire

14 adultlife and what it was that prompted that text to Mr. Meadows?

15 A No. I'msorry, | don't have any memory of what thatGlenn Beck videos.

16 I don't remember even watching it. | must have watched it because | sent it to him, but |

17 don't have any memory.

18 Q Okay. Inthe -- Mr. Meadows asks about caving, what you meant by caving

19 totheelites. And then you respond - part of the response, | won't read the whole

20 thing, is, "I can't see Americans swallowing the obvious fraud, just going with one more

21 thing with no frickin’ consequences, the whole coup, and now this."

2 Does that prompt a recollection as to what the "now this" was?

23 A No. Imsorry. Idon'thaveamemory.

2% Q What about "the whole coup” What did you meanby that?

2 A Idon'tknow. |don'tknow. You know, it was an emotional time. |
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1 was Idon'tknow. I'm sorry these texts exist. | don't know.

2 Q Okay. Onthe next page I won't go through all ofthem. They're, sort of,

3 ofthe same general sentiment.

a A Uhhuh.

5 Q And Mr. Meadows responds ~ this isin the last t's white here in the

6 exhibit indicating that it came from him. It's number[Jill] He responds, "This is a

7 fight of good versus evil. Evil always looks like the victor until the kingofkings triumphs.

8 Donotgrow weary in well doing. The fight continues. | stake my career on it or at

9 leastmytimeinD.C.onit."

10 Doyousee that?

un A Yes

2 Q And then you responded just a few minutes later, "Thank you. Needed

13 that, this plus a conversation with my best friend just now. Iwill try to keep holding on."

14 And you sent that message ata litle before 11 p.m. on the 24th.

15 D0 you recall who you were referring to when you said you had just had a

16 conversation with your best friend?

7 A Itlooks like it was my husband.

15 Q Do you remember what you talked to Justice Thomas about that made you

19 feel better and allowed you to say "keep holding on"?

2 A Iwish could remember, but I have no memory of the specifics. My

21 husband often administers spousal support to the wife that's upset. So | assume that

22 thatswhatitwas. | don't havea specific memory of it.

2 Q What makes you think now, as you read it, that you're referring to your

24 husband when you say "my best friend"?

2 A Because that's what | call him, and he is my best friend. Mark is getting
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1 pretty close, though.

2 Q Oh, 1 don't think we're that | mean, I've enjoyed my time here —oh, sorry.

3 Laughter]

a A Verygood.

5 QI thought you were looking at me.

6 S0'the term that you used and just sort of the context ~

7 A Yes

8 Q ~~ makes you think that was a conversation with your husband?

9 A Yes. Imean, Mark Meadows s a friend of mine, and my best friend that |

10 talkaboutis often my husband, and he bucks me up a lot.

n Q And think you mentioned this in your statement at the beginning of the

12 interview. Did you talk with especially in ight of that text message — do you recall

13 having any conversations with your husband about the fact that you were in contact with

14 Mr. Meadows in this post-election timeframe?

15 A Absolutely not. He found out in March of this year when it hit the

16 newspapers. He had no idea that | was texting Mark Meadows about the election.

7 Q So even putting aside the substance of the texts, you didn't talk with him

18 about what you were saying, but even the fact ofa conversation or text communications

19 with Mr. Meadows was unknown to your husband?

2 A Yes

2 Q As faras you know?

2 A Yes

2 MeJL Anything else on the text messages or those issues?

» vi Not from me. No thanks.
2s el Oy.
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1 Mr Any members? Mr. Schiff?
2 well Mr. schiff, you came on camera.

3 Mr. Schif. Yes. 1 just want to follow up very quickly on those questions.
a So, Ms. Thomas, you never relatedto Justice Thomas that you had emailed or text

5 messaged people in the White House or Mr. Eastman or others concerning alleged fraud

6 inthe electionor efforts to change or stopordecertify the results of the election?
7 Mrs. Thomas. | wouldn't use those words that you just put into your question.

8 But | said earlier, Mr. Schiff, my husband is not interested in politics. | generally do not

9 discuss with him my day-to-day work in politics, the politics -- the topics I'm working on,

10 who I'm calling, who I'm emailing, texting, or meeting with.

1 Regarding the 2020 election, | didn'tspeakwith him at all about the details of my
12 volunteer campaign activities, no.

5 Mr.Schiff. | appreciate that.
1 just want to be very specific. So at no time would you have made your husband
15 aware that you were emailing, texting, or communicating with anyone in the White

16 House about the 2020 election and your concerns over alleged fraud?

w Mrs. Thomas. ~ Absolutely not, no.
18 Mr. Schiff. And were you aware, Ms. Thomas, that this committee was litigating

19 over access to records being held by the National Archives?

20 Mrs. Thomas. No. |really don't get involved in the legal lane.

21 Mr. Schiff. appreciate that. But it was, you know, widely reported in major

22 newspapers that this committee was in tigation with the former Presidentoveraccess to
23 records being held by the National Archives.

22 Did you see anyof thatcoverage?

25 Mrs. Thomas. | honestly -- | kind of zone out when it comes to legal issues. |
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1 don'tread about them. | don't focus on them. | don't care about them. | know other

2 people do and other people will handle them. 1 didn't notice it, no.

3 Mr. Schiff, The reason | ask is - and | know you've said that you don't discuss

4 yourwork generally with your with the Justice and the Justice doesn't discuss his work

5 withyou

6 But would you have felt an obligation to inform the Justice that in litigation the

7 committee was seeking to obtain it might obtain some of your records or texts and that

8 might create the appearanceof a conflictfor him?

9 Mr. Paoletta. ~ Congressman, this is Mark Paoletta.

10 I think the litigation wasovera claim of executive privilege by President Trump.

11 An executive privilege by | think by its very terms is about communications between the

12 President and his senior advisers. And since Mrs. Thomas was never a senior adviser or

13 had any role in the government working for President Trump, by their very terms, they

14 wouldn't have been covered.

15 My understanding, as | point out in my letter, is those documents were produced

16 tothe committee, right, by Mr. Meadows on December 3rd, which is before President

17 Trump brought his —filed his petition, | think, on December 2lst.

18 50you guys had those documents already in your possession. And I do not

19 believe, because they would have been released with whatever else was released in

20 March, any texts that Mark Meadows had in terms of that litigation with at the White

21 House.

2 Sol pointed this out in my letter. I'm not sure if you've seen it. But I'm trying

23 to~why do you thinkGini Thomas’ texts would be ina battle over internal White House

2% records?

ES Mr.Schiff, Well, thank you, counsel.
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1 You know, Ms. Thomas was texting people in the White House.

2 Mr. Paoletta. Yeah. But those wouldn't be subject right, but the law - but,

3 youknow-

a Mr. Schiff, Counsel, if you would let me finish.

5 Mr. Paoletta. Sure.

6 Mr. Schiff, Ms. Thomaswas texting people in the White House. Under the

7 current law, people in the White House are required to maintain records of

8 communications on official topics like this and provide those to the Archives, so

9 presumably those would be provided to the Archives.

10 So my question to Ms. Thomas i, did you feel an obligation to inform your

11 husband that in litigation overwhether Congress would access text messages to the

12 White House, that your texts might be included, such that

1B Mr. Paletta. ~ Again, Congressman, yeah

1 Mr. Schiff, ~~ such that he should consider whether recusalwas appropriate?

15 Mr. Paoletta. Yeah. | don't think that the claims over the documents at issue

16 have any documents that originated outside the White House. If you have evidence

17 otherwise. But that's what I'm saying, that if there are any internal communications

18 between the President and his advisers, that would be the subject of an executive

19 privilege claim.

2 So anything originating outside the White House, right, wouldn't be covered by

21 theclaim that was currently, you know, being litigated.

2 And as just pointed out, all those documents that Mrs. Thomas had with Mark

23 Meadows were tured over to this committee on December 3rd.

2 Sol know there's been discussions orclaims in the newspaper by perhaps some

25 members of this committee that somehow those documents were at issue when you
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1 already had them, the Mark Meadows ones
2 So, again, executive privilege is about internal communications. These are not

3 internal communications that Mrs. Tomas would have had with a White House adviser,
4 and they wouldn't have been subject to that privilege.

s Mr. schiff. Counsel, | appreciate it, and | don'tdisagree with your interpretation.

6 But there were very broad cams of prviege made that go well beyond my
7 understanding of what would be covered and | think your understanding of what would

5 becovered
9 But let me ask, regardless, Ms. Thomas, if you believe that some of your

10 documents might be within a congressional request, would it be appropriate for you to

11 inform your husband so that he would no preside na caseo write an apinion ina case
12 in which your documents might be revealed to Congress?

13 Mrs. Thomas. Honestly, wejust don't talk about each other's work. | don't

1 knowwhat cases that he's dealing with. He doesn't know what work I'm doing.
15 So it would -- | don't know how that would ever happen. It just doesn't happen

16 inour ordinary course of work
v Mr. Schiff, And so, final,whetheryou discussed it with him or no, do you have
18 any information that he was aware, either because you told him or others had, that you

19 had been in communication with the White House on the sublect of the 2020 election
20 and efforts to either prevent the certification of the results or to press claims of alleged

21 fraud?

2 Mrs. Thomas. He frst earned of my text messagingwith Mark Meadows in
23 March when he was in the hospital and this committee released them.

2 Mr. schiff. Okay. Thank you.

= J yield back toyou
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1 owJR
2 Q So, | want to put the texts aside for now, or maybe for good

3 A Thankyou
4 Q  -and goback through some emails.

5 And | appreciate your being nimble here because we're a little bit sort of out of

6 order. Iwas sortof chronologically speaking. | was trying to make sure we covered the
7 ground we needed to cover on those text messages.

s want to go back to an email chain from early November. Is exhibit 21 the
9 binder.

10 A Okay. Yes.

u Q And the timing on this email chan seems to overlap somewhat the timing on
12 the exhibit 1 email chain that we looked at earlier. = So these are -- again, this one is early

13 in the morning on November 6th.

Have youseen thisbefore?
1 Aves
16 Q  Itappears to be an email thatyousentto yourself,but presumably that

17 means there were bec's or others copied on this email.
18 Am | understanding that correctly?

19 A Yes. |don't rememberwho it would have gone to, but it probably went to

20 various listservs that I'm trying to inform of things | knew at the time.

2 Q Do you remember creatingordrafting this email?

2 A No
23 Q Do you know who it went to?

22 A Notexactly. It could have been Groundswell. I'm speculating. | don't

25 know. I'm on many listservs, and | was probably sharing information in this emotional
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1 time with the listservs that I'm on.

2 Q And was that your -- was it your practice to send emails to groups of people

5 where you would create the groups na blind copy entry and note that it would only
a be -- it would only show thatit was being sent to you?

5 A Sometimes. Sometimes|did that.

. Q And was thatawaytosortofprotectthe confidentialityofal the recipients
7 of the email?

8 A Probably. Yes, probably.

9 Q Inthe first -- before sort of the text of the email, there's a part that's in red

10 and underlined. It says, "Do not forward this."

u A Ubhoh
12 Q  "Thisis for you to ingest and take action with others, please. Do not

13 forward (unless you take off my name, please).”

1 Did you write that?
15 A Looks like | did.

16 Q Why were you asking that the email not be forwarded unless your name was

7 removed?
18 A Ican't rememberwhy|would have. | mean, | guess peopleare just

19 sensitive about emails like this that would move around, and | probably was. | mean, |

20 don't--|don't remember specifically.

2a Mr. Pacletta. Do you do that normally with emails?

2 Mrs. Thomas. Sometimes for mass emails like this | would.

23 Mr. Paoletta. | mean, apart from the election.

Mrs. Thomas. Yeah.
2 ov veJE
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1 Q What was the purpose ofsendingthis email if you remember?

2 A Ithink that it was sucha frenetic period after the election and there were so

3 many things moving aroundthat, you know, you can see that | forwarded someone |

4 knew who was at the Detroit one of the Detroit the TCFCenter and what he saw at it

5 I'm forwarding the FreeRoots campaigns to all the people that would have gotten

6 it. Soin those instances, | was always a believer in creating a Groundswell, in this

7 instance by using the FreeRoots campaign that would get thousands of people to take

8 action in some way.

9 Q You say at thevery end of the email that you drafted it's on page 4, so it's

10 not the end of the document, because it appears that you are forwarding this email from

11 Paul Gray (ph). Butthe end of the part that you drafted, do you see that at the top of

12 paged?

1B A Right.

1 Q Just before you sign off, "Cheers, Gini," you write, "Sorryfor the length of

15 this. Iwill try to send updates once a day for a while."

16 Did you send further updates to this same email group after this November 6th

17 email?

18 A Its possible I did. It's also possible that in my exuberance this was one of

19 theonlythingsthat sent. Sol could have - I could see it goingeither way.

2 And when | say we are working on some awesome campaigns to State legislators, |

21 was specifically meaning the FreeRoots campaign that was going to provide an easy

22 activism way for millions of people to contact State legislators who could have a role in

23 identifying fraud and irregularity in specific State elections.

2 Q 50, again, going out of order a tle bit, let's go to point 4 of the email, which

25 ison page 2 of the exhibit.
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1 A Yes
2 Q  Itstarts"VIP." Do you see that?

3 A Yes
4 Q  Itappears in this section of the email you're talking about the FreeRoots

5 campaign.
6 A Right
7 Q Am understanding that correctly?

8 A Right
9 Q What was your role in getting the FreeRoots process started with respect to

10 this particular messaging campaign?

n A Minimal. My role was minimal. Iwas an amplifierof the people. | tink
12 it was Kevin Freeman in Dallas created the campaign with Eric Berger, who created the

13 device of the mechanism, the platform.

1 And so| don't know who, Eric or Kevin, who would have identified which State
15 legislators to do which —- what message it would say. Soyou'djust push the button and

16 it goes to people. And | didn't probably read it carefully, and it went to a lot of people,

17 and then started getting lot of automated responses
18 Mr. Paoletta. You didn't know who it was going to, right?

1 Mrs. Thomas. | didn't know who it was going to. | did't dit the document.
20 But the media has totally misrepresented this particular tool, something that Members of

2a Congress are familiar with and get every day from citizens interested in an issue.

2 oy vieJE
23 Q And thinkwe'll see in the binder we've got afewof the examples.

2 A Yeah
25 Q Sowell talk about the substance of the messaging and your role, if any, in it.
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1 A Okay.

2 Q But want to understand your role in just the idea of getting FreeRoots

3 involvedinthisparticular messaging campaign.

a A Right. FreeRoots go ahead.

5 Q No. Goahead.

6 A No. Yougoahead.

7 a okay.

8 Laughter]

9 We saw in anearlier email, which | think is actually later in time than this one, but

10 we saw in an email we talked about earlier the reference to, "Eric Berger is on the case

11 witha group of us."

2 Is that what you were talking about there, Eric Berger being the FreeRoots person

13 and "on the case" being developing a FreeRoots campaign that would be put into play

14 A Yes

15 Q for thisissue?

16 A Yes.

7 Q Okay. And we see in this email the instructions that you're providing to

18 whoever it was that you were sending this mass email to as to how they could tap into

19 the FreeRoots campaign?

2 A Right.

2 Q  Sol'munderstandingthat properly?

2 A Yes

23 Q The messaging that's listed here — I'm calling it messaging, that may not be

24 the right term -but the language that's referenced here in point4 of this email on

25 page2, is that something that you drafted?
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1 A No.

2 Q  Doyou remember whereit came from?

3 A Itlooks like | cut and pasted it from the people with FreeRoots, whetherit

4 was Kevin Freeman or whether it was Eric Berger, or somebody in Groundswell may have

5 passedit on tome, that it was an action item that we were trying to amplify.

6 Q Okay. Going, again, backin -- sort of outofsequence -- but back in time on

7 this document or not time, but space - point 3, which is at the bottom of page 1 and|

8 referenced this earlier in one of the questions when we were talking about

9 Representative Gohmert.

10 A Right,

un Q  Doyousee that last point 3, "We have a few Members of Congress,

12 (heroes)?

13 A Yes.

1 Q Okay. Doyou rememberwhere you got the information regarding the

15 Members of Congress who were joining the ground game efforts that you reference in

16 thispartof the email?

7 A No, Ihave no idea.

18 Q  Yousay, "Ask your Members, State legislators, and GOP leadership in States

19 tojoin, either in person or, like Lindsey Graham did, send money to the Trump effort.”

2 Did you draft that language forthis email, or is that a cut-and-paste from

21 somewhere else, if you remember?

2 A I don't remember.

zn Q  Doyou remember knowing or how you found out or learned that Lindsey

24 Graham had given money to Trump, to the Trump effort?

2 A No. Honestly, the first time | focused on itis here with you. No, I don't
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1 rememberit.

2 Q The next bullet point -- or not bullet point, but the next numbered point in

3 the emailis3, andit's at the top of page 2. It says, "Hat tip Connie Hair."

a What do you mean by "hat tip" there?

5 A That Connie Hair must have brought something to our awareness, something

6 about Mark Levin.

7 Q 0 "hat tip" meaning giving Connie credit for this one?

8 A Yes.

° Q And, infact, | think that is a cut-and-paste from the exhibit that we saw,

10 exhibit 1, where there was a message from Connie Hair in which she forwarded the

11 Horowitz article and the reference to Mark Levin, right?

2 A Mark Levin, that's true.

3 Q  MarkLevin, yeah

14 Now there's part ofthat, though, part of ths bullet point does not appearto track

15 exactly what Ms. Hair said, including the part that's highlighted here. It says, "Target

16 States: We need contact info for your State legislators.”

7 Do yousee that?

15 A Yeah

1 Q Sothat doesn't seem like it came directly out of Ms. Hair's message. It's

20 notinconsistent with it. But it looks asifthat language was added.

2 00 you remember if you added that language?

2 A don't have a specific memory.

3 Q Doyou remember wanting to get the message out that the recipients of this

24 email needed to - you were encouraging them to activate and contact State legislators or

25 help you contact State legislators?
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1 A Help the cause, not me. But |was just oneof the amplifiers. Is there
2 something wrong with that?
3 Q I'm just wondering where - what I've been pushing and proddinga litle bit
4 ontoday and maybe i's obvious — but this idea of going to State legislators or the role
5 thatsState legislators would play, and that's something we've talked about3 ite bit so
6 farinourinterview today.
7 A Unhuh
s Q And I want to understand where that notion came from, whether someone
9 had suggested that to you, whether you were part ofstrategydiscussions in which that

10 particular focus became crystallized.
1 So that's why Im asking. I'm not insinuating anything further by it. | just want
122 to understand what your role in that was.
3 A Ijust think State legislators are ina better postion than congressional
14 people to identify and know more about fraud and irregularities a the State level with
15 the election that just happened.

1 Sothink it was a focus on having them feel their responsibilty to make sure they
17 getitright before it's reported to the Congress.
® Q And, again, we've probably already talked about this already, but in the
19 article that Ms. Hair sent around and the contentsofwhich you're referencing in the hat
20 tip here, it talked about State legislators having more ofa role than just investigating the
21 fraud, ight? Are you with me on that, or do you agree with me on that?
2 A ltmay be | hadn't focus on that, Mr[JJll 1 had been focused just on

23 whatlsaid. | mean, | wasn't ifyoure asking - if you're getting a the alternative
24 electorissue, wasn't n that camp. |didn't know. | didnt focus on that.
= wi J Letmeaskit thisway.
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1 At the time that you were writing these messages orcirculating messages, did you

2 have aview of what the State legislatures’ role was under the Federal Constitution?

3 Mrs. Thomas. | honestlydidn't focus on it that carefully.

. ve Oy.
5 wir And | may have asked you this one as well, but do you recall any

6 conversations with Dr. Eastman on that topic?

7 Mrs. Thomas. No.

5 MeL 1 don't have anything elseon that exhibit

9 Anything?

10 wrJ Oid you add the highlights, the yellow portions? Was that your

11 emphasiswhenyoucomposed and sent the email?

2 Mrs. Thomas. It's really embarrassing to go back to emails and texts that you did

13 longago. |just wanted to get thatonthe record.

1 vic 1 understand.

15 Mr. Paoletta. So this was produced by Chapman. ~ Ginni didn't have it in

16 her-so,yeah. Thisis—

7 vrJ! understand.

15 Mrs. Thomas. It looks like something | might have exuberantly done.

19 oy Mr. I

2 Q Okay. Soitlooks like just to be clear, Ms. Thomas — that you compiled a

21 lot of information from various sources

2 A Yes

23 Q emphasized some things in particular in yellow or in bold, and then sent it

24 out asyou indicated, to

2 A Its possible. Itlooks likely. Itlooks possible. | have no specific memory,



1 butitlooks like something did.
2 Q Yeah, | understand.

3 Otay. Thanks.
. oveJ:
s Q  |want to move to exhibit 4. And| realize you're not -- | don't see your

6 nameonthis. Idon'tknow that you were copled ont. It refers toa Groundswell
7 meeting in December, which| believe was on December 1st. And that was during your

s sabbatical
9 A I wouldn't have been there.

10 Q Okay. So do you have any knowledge or understanding of what Mr. von

11 Spakovsky i asking Mr. — orDr. Eastmanforinthisemail?
» A No No.
13 Q  Itreferences a memo with the title "Constitutional Authority of State

1 Leghlatures to Choose Electors” that t appears Dr. Eastman presented at that
15 Groundswell meeting on December 1st.

1 Were you aware that there was such a presentation?
wv A I dont remember that. It wouldn't surprise me, but | don't remember i,
18 Q And it wouldn't surprise you --

Mr. Pasletta, You weren'tat the meeting.
20 Mrs. Thomas. | wasn't at the meeting.

2a Mr. Pacletta. Yeah. She wasn't at the meeting.

2 Mrs. Thomas. And it wouldrit surprise me that Groundsweles would invite
23 John into the meeting for such a discussion.

orI
2 Q Right. And, again, though, geting back tothe issue that | spelled outa few
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1 minutes ago about Dr. Eastman's views and whether they were shared and whether you

2 were aware, when you say it wouldn't surprise you, you weren't specifically focused on it

3 wouldn't surprise you that he would make this type of presentation?

4 A Correct.

5 Q You're just saying it wouldn't surprise you that he was at a Groundswell

6 meeting?

7 A Correct.

8 Q But you have no knowledge or awareness ofwhat he might have presented

9 or what his theories were in this timeframe?

10 A Correct.

1 a okay.

2 The next exhibit is exhibit 5, and there you are -- your name does appear. It

13 appears to be an email from you to Dr. Eastman with some cc's. And this was sent on

14 December ath.

15 Do you know who the cc's are that are redacted here inthis email?

16 A I don't have any maybe it's to whoever else it was -- | don't know. I'm

17 guessing. No, |don't have an idea.

18 Q Do you remember having this communication with Dr. Eastman in early

19 December, which was during your sabbatical timeframe, regarding having him present to

20 grassroots State leaders at a Frontliners gathering?

2 A I became aware of it when we were doing document searches that | asked

22 him to presenttoa Frontliner. Sometimes| helped people, as | said

23 Mr. Paoletta. So just to be clear, Gini doesn't have this document.

24 Mrs. Thomas doesn't have this document. As | indicated in my letter, | asked his counsel

25 toprovide us the document. So that's when we first became aware of it, when Ginni
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1 first remembered it or became ~ refreshed her recollection onit

2 ve Understood.

3 Mr. Paoletta. Okay.

a oy vrJ:

5 Q  Doyou have, though - did it jog a memoryfor you as to how it was that

6 during this sabbatical timeframe you were reaching out to Dr. Eastman to ask him to

7 speakatagathering?

8 A Yes. lappreciate that question because, you know, taking a sabbatical from

9 meetings doesn't mean that | 1 think | said this earlier. 1 didn't necessarily stop helping

10 my friends invite people into some of those meetings.

un That was the — | typically — in the past, if Im not on sabbatical, | typicallyam the.

12 one who does alot of the agenda context and give people how much time they have and

13 what the topicis thatthey want -- people would want tohear from.

14 But wasn't playing that role then unless | was asked to. And it looks like| may

15 have been asked to bring John into the Frontliner meeting i this instance.

16 Q You reference an interview that you heard or were aware of that John - |

17 assume you mean Dr. Eastman there

15 A Uhhuh.

19 Q being interviewed by Larry O'Connor.

2 A Yes

2 Q Do you remember anything about that interview or what Dr. Eastman was

22 discussing in the interview with Larry O'Connor in this timeframe?

2 A I don't remember the specifics. | know Larry O'Connor is very proud to be a

24 partofthe January6th President's full committee because ofthis email. He jokes about

25 itonair. Butldon't remember.
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1 Q  Iwanttoskipto exhibit 7. Again, is a document that your name doesn't

2 appear, but - actually your name does appear.

3 A Which one?

a Q  isexhibit7.

5 A Okay. Oh,yesh.

6 Q Your name - your first name appears in the subject line. ~ Do you see that?

7 A Itcertainly does

8 Q Okay. Anditsays, "External. Ginni, don't read.”

9 A Right.

10 Q  Doyou have an understanding - well first, do you knowRickManning?

un A Yes, he's part of Groundswell.

2 Q Have you worked with Mr. Manning inother capacities?

13 A He'sin our regular conservative activist meetings. He's friend and ally.

1 Q Is he involved with Liberty Consulting or one of the Liberty organizations that

15 youwere involved in?

16 A No. He's just a conservative activist with his own (c)(4) and (c)(3).

7 Q sawthat his emailaddress is GetLiberty.org, and |didn't knowifthat had

18 some affiliation with one of the organizations that you have with a similar name.

19 A Thankully, a lot of people care about liberty.

2 You're not smiling very much, I'm just here to tell you.

21 vrJ He's like that with everybody.

2 Mrs. Thomas. Okay. What can |do for you?

3 BYMR

2 Q And do you recall seeing this email at around the time that it was sent?

ES A No. Youguys made thisavailableto me,soit wasthe first time| remember
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1 seeingit the other this weekwhen | read it.

2 Q  Doyou have any idea why Mr. Manning would write, "Ginni, don't read," in

3 an email that he was sending to the folks listed here, including the Groundswell group?

a A Yes. Itexactly makes the point of my friends feel that when I'm in a group.

5 and things are moving to the legal world, their conversation is chilled. ~ They feel

6 uncomfortable talking around me. And that's why | took the sabbatical. And this can

7 be, exhibit 7, as towhy that happens,

8 1 mean, | probably, when he said "don't read," | probably didn't read it

9 Soitwas legal. It was not something I'm familiarwith.

10 Q And I'm not asking you to speculate regarding Mr. Manning's thought

11 process here, butit would seem to me that the reason he's - he's honoring your

12 sabbatical situation, it seems, as you've just described. But you're stil getting the email,

13 presumably because you're partof the Groundswell listserv?

1 A Right.

15 Q Isthat you're assuming the same thing|am?

16 A Yeah

7 Q  Sowould that ~ I take it then that in this same timeframe other documents

18 that were sent to this same Groundswell listserv would also have come to you.

19 A Thatis true

2 Q  Andisit true that in that timeframe where you were creating this - sort

21 ofthiswall~

2 A Yeah

23 Q  ~forlack ofa better word, or this sabbatical

2 A Yeah

ES Q stuff was still flowing, emails were still flowing into your mailbox
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1 A Right
2 Q that you were choosing not to look at?

3 A Orlwasjustdeleting ornot caring about or focusedon other things. So,
a yeah, there was probably a lot | didn't read or things that | wasn't interested in.

5 Q And take it that therewere other sendersofsuch emails who, unlike Mr.

6 Manning, did not notea the top “Ginn, don't read.”
7 A Probablytrue.

5 Q Doyou have sense of the — hows itthat you were able tofilterout the
9 emails that you should be involved in and shouldn't be involved in based on this

10 self-imposed sabbatical in that timeframe?

n Mr. Paoletta, Can I think ~ and, Ginni, correct me if 'm wrong - | think what
12 Ginni is saying, there's no legal requirement -- and | won't bore you with my view of -- I've

13 written a lot on this -- that if she's not a party, there's no - in terms of a recusal, or

3 anything lke that. Right?
15 I think it was in terms of being in a meeting and peoplefeelingchilled about

16 talking about a topic either because they're trying to protect Ginni because they think

17 that she'll go home and talk to her husband, or whatever it i, it was chilling that
18 discussion, not -- you know, | don't think she thought she couldn't hear or read this stuff.

19 It was just for purposes of making her friends feel comfortable in these discussions that

20 were getting more legal. Right?

21 Soit's moreof a -- so when yousay a wall, | think it was just not attending

22 meetings that she was drawing a line on. Okay?

5 rfl see
u Mr. pasletta. And correct me if I'm wrong, Ginni. | think that's it. Right?
= wirJ see
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: ov veJ:
2 Q And called it self-imposed to recognize your point. This was not a -- you

3 didn't see this as a legal impediment, but you thought that it was appropriate or ~
a A And it's prudential.

5 Q Prudential.

s A Its prudential. And! don't have alot toaddonthe legal stuf. | were to
7 add something, people would look at me like, “Where did that come from?"

s Anyway, | don't offer legal anything
9 Q Okay. Soyou- but you erected these -- I'll call it a wall -- but

10 understanding everything you've said, Mark -- for prudential reasons that you thought it

I was appropriate for you not to attend these meetings?
12 A Right.

13 Q And the message got through, at least to Mr. Manning, that

10 maybe you shouldn't even be reading some of this stuf, ight?
15 A Right.

16 Q  Butothers, | presume, in the same timeframe, were including you because

7 they were sending to thegroupGroundswell listserv
18 A Right.

19 Q and you were getting informationthat was comingin, notwithstanding

20 your belief that there were things that were outside your lane.

2a A Okay.

2 Q Were you reading those emails as they came in?
23 A I don't have any memory of what | read and what | didn't read.

24 Q Okay.

25 Mr. Paoletta. And, again, just -- that's just a factual question, not a question of
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1 whether there's a problem withit. Right?

2 wll. of course.

3 Mr. Pacletta. Because there's nothing wrong with her reading those types of

4 emails that were coming in.

5 ovvr.I
s Q Reading or not reading, it's nota problem. Its just I'm just curious, because

7 we actually have some documents in here that were sent to the Groundswell group, and |

5 wasgoing to ask you about them, if you may have seen them or read them. ~Butif you're
9 saying, "I didn't even read anythingin that timeframe, | basically ifit said Groundswell, |

10 sentitto trash,” that would be helpful to know. We could
n A NoIdidntdothat, |didn'tdothat, There may have been things| read.

2 Q Okay. And to the extent that you had this self-imposed sabbatical, it was,

13 asyour counsel said
1 A Meetings.
15 Q meetings only.

16 A Yeah
Q Informal conversations, was that included? Would you have informal

18 conversations with membersof Groundswell, not in the group setting, but one-on-one.

19 regarding the issues that we've been talking about?
0 A 1s possible, but| have no specific memory.
2 1 did have Connie for Thanksgiving.

2 Q And] thinkwe mentioned Cleta Mitchell may have - you may have spoken

23 toCleta Mitchell -

2 A Yes.
ES Q about someof these issuesaswell.
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1 A It's possible, yes.

2 Q And that you felt comfortable having those conversations, just not in the

3 Groundswell groupsetting? Am| understandingthat right?

4 A Right,

5 Q  Sotakea look, for example, at exhibit 8.

6 A Okay.

7 Q Which we don't have a "to" ora "from." The "from" is redacted, and we

8 don'thave a "to" line on this email for some reason. But it appears to be something that

9 would have gone to the Groundswell group.

10 A Right,

un Q Didyousee this document? Have you seen this before?

2 A It's a document that would come out weekly, but | don't think | had anything

13 todo with this - creating this agenda. But it would have been to encourage people to

14 attend that week, and | wasn't attending that at that time.

5 Q And thisone lists specialguest Dr. JohnEastmanandspecial guest

16 Representative Mo Brooks as having been invited to this Groundswell meeting on

17 December 9th?

1 A Yes.

19 Q  Doyou recall being aware that Dr. Eastman and Representative Brooks were

20 appearing or were joining the Groundswell meeting to discuss lawsuits that had been

21 filed and challenges to the electors in the House of Representatives?

2 A No

zn Q Exhibit 10s an email - again, you're not copied on this - from Paul Teller to

2 PaulTeller. So perhaps you were blind copied. It seems that maybe his -- he engaged

25 inasimilarpractice to you and others where they have bee's on recipients.
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1 Do you know, have you seen this document before?
2 A Not until you showed it to me.

3 Q Were you aware of thefact that Mr. Tellerwas reporting to someone about
4 meetings involving CAP and Groundswell?
s A No
s Q Didheevertell youthat hewasreporting - during the time that you were
7 attending Groundswell meetings, did Mr. Teller ever inform you that he was reporting up

8 to others in the administration or otherwise as to what was happening at the

9 Groundswell meetings?

10 A He would -- he told us he would -- he reported back to people that he

11 worked for but | had no dea it was in writing lke this.
12 Mr. Paoletta. Again, during this time period, you weren't in those meetings,

13 though.

1 Mrs. Thomas, Right, | wasn't there. But if you're asking me before ths
15 particular meeting, he did tell us that he reported back. | didn't know it was in writing.

16 But|didn't go to these meetings.

7 ov vrJ
18 Q Groundswell - | may be confusing some of these groups -- but is

19 Groundswell the Groundswell meetings, i there an informa sort of cane of silence
20 agreement among those who participate?

2 A Yes
2 Q What does that mean? What do you understand that to mean?
23 A The way we talk about it is we don't talk about who's at a meeting and

22 what's talked about unless you ask for permission. So it was surprising for me to see

25 somebody write up a Groundswell meeting i all,
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1 Q That's what | was getting at.

2 Were you under -- did you -- were you aware, because you said you knew he was

3 reporting, but not putting it inwriting?

4 A Yeah. guess! thought he would just talk and tell his superiors what was

5 happening at the meetings he was going to. | didn't know it would look like that.

6 Q Whatwas your understandingasto who Mr. Tellerwas reporting up to

7 regarding these meetings?

8 A Ididn't think about it. 1 probably thought Marc Short, his boss, would be on

9 that Ididn'tknow.

10 Q Did Mr. Tellereversay to you that, "I'm keeping the Vice President, for

11 example, apprised of the things we talk about in Groundswell"?

2 A I don't rememberhim saying that, no.

1B Q Was that an important function, as you understood it, of Groundswell, to get

14 theword out to elected officals, or is it moreof a grassroots-level type of messaging

15 objective?

16 A That's a good question. Tome it was a grassroots - how do you generate

17 grassroots groundswells and based on getting intelligence and insight about current

18 events from people that are national leaders, from the administration, from Congress,

19 from needs that are developing.

2 Q Have you had a chance, in anticipation of this interview, to review the Paul

21 Teller memos or reports that we included in the binder?

2 A Yes. llooked at them briefly.

zn Q Isitfair to say that you did not attend any of the meetings that he's

2 describinginthese reports?

2 A Itisfairtosay that. Yes, |did not attend.
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1 Q  Doyou have any information and I'mjust tryingto do this in summary

2 fashion so we can sort of be efficient here -- do you have any information as to the

3 subject of the meetings that he's reporting on that is not included or not reported in his

4 memos?

5 In other words, if he's reporting on a particular meeting on December 14th, do

6 you have additional information,other than what Mr. Teller may have provided, about

7 what happened at that meeting?

8 A No, would haveno idea.

9 Q And, in fact, even what he put in this report you wouldn't have awareness of

10 because you weren't at the meetings?

un A Itistre,

2 Q Let's go to exhibit 13, which is one of the emails that you were alluding to

13 think earlier in your testimony.

1 A Yes.

5 Q And we can look at 13, 14, and 15 sort of together, but let's focus on

16 14--Imsorry on 13 first.

7 Ms. Thomas, what can you tell us about the circumstances that led to this email

18 on November 10th from you to Shawnna Bolick?

19 A Well, | honestly think it's more helpful to look at the next two exhibits, 15

20 and 16, that were automatically generated from the FreeRoots campaign when | clicked

21 the button, and it went to unknown State legislators.

2 You know, one was on November 9th. One was on December 13th. | don't

23 remember | didn't remember there were more than one of them, but there must have

2 been severalsincethoseare two different dates.

2 What happened was Shawnna Bolick is somebody who | generally know, and she
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1 was surprised that | emailed her. | was surprised | emailed her because | didn't know

2 that! emailed her because that was chosen in the FreeRoots device. And so this is just

3 an exchange that we had after she got my form email and we found each other.

a Q  Gotit. Andlappreciate your pointing that out because 13 was not the best

5 onetostarton.

s So let's have 15 in mind

7 A Yeah

8 Q And think you maybe just described ths.

9 Let me note for the record that Mrs. Murphy has joined us, and | see Mrs. Luria

10 hasjoined us aswell. Maybe she'sbeen there all along.

n So this NovemberSth email, whatelse can you tell us about how it came to be

12 that your name appears on this email and what action you took,ifany, that led to the

13 generationand the sendingofthis email?

14 A 150 appreciate this question because the media just didn't gett. Congress

15 gets every day letters from citizens about specific issues.

16 FreeRoots is a platform, a mass communication device for grassroots, that we

17 were at Groundswell happy to know about and learn about and use often.

15 And in this instance someone in Texas created an "every legal vote" campaign,

19 told us howto use it, and sowe all used it. And thisis what got spewed out when you

20 clicked the button.

2 1didn't know what - | should have read it more carefull, but | can't say that read

20 it. Iwas probably moving fast,I clicked the button, and suddenly it went to: lot of

23 different State legislators because | suddenly started getting a lot of automated responses

24 back, and one of them was Shawnna Bolick, who | know.
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1 osm)
2 ovrJ:
3 Q  Solet me I'm going to back you up a litlebit and ask you to give me altle
a bit -- give us a little more detail on some of that.

5 So, every legal vote.

. A Uhhuh
7 Q think you said someone in Texas was involved in that.

s A Rent
9 Q Was that Catherine Engelbrecht?

10 A No. That was Kevin Freeman. It was not the name of his organization. It

11 was ust the name of the campaign on FreeRoots. So1t didn't have to be the name of an
12 organization. But it sounds like Catherine Engelbrecht's group; | hear what you're

1 saying.
1 Q Okay. SoMr. Freeman just want to understand the FreeRoots process.
15 Mr. Freeman would've crafted a -- or did crafta message?

16 A lassumeso. |don't know who crafted the message, but he sponsored the

17 campaignon FreeRoots.
18 Q And how is it that it came to your attention and you had a button that you

19 could press that would send it to the various representatives that you described?

20 A You, too, could have pushed the button. All you needed was the link that

2a was readily available in other emails that | send around, right, that we've talked about.

2 Soyou use that link, and it said, "Do you want every legal vote to count?" Or, I

23 don't know, it says in here what the text was. And, again, | didn't scrutinize and look at

24 every word to see if | agreed with the sentence or the wording. | said, "Those are what

25 myfriends are doing. Gosh darn it, I'm going to join in that groundswell" and | pushed
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1 thebutton.

2 And then | was shocked at how many things started coming back, and| realized,

3 ooh alotof people got it

4 And the press completely misunderstood it, because — anyway. I'm digressing.

5 Q No,I think you're answeringthe question exactly.

6 wie ll You said - do you select whoit goes to, or you do not select at al

7 whoitgoesto?

8 Mrs. Thomas. | did not select who it went to. Thank you for that question.

9 Could we please inform the media?

10 Mr. Paoletta, And just, again,| think Ginni -- 50| think its in the, kind of,

11 conservative movement of people involved with this who, if they have an idea, an issue

12 they want to push -this, other things, you know - they come up with a campaign, right,

13 their messaging, and then they work with Kevin Freeman, right, and then, within that

14 group, itgets set

15 Mrs. Thomas. No. No.

16 Mr. Paoletta. Oh.

7 Mrs. Thomas. They work with Eric Berger. Sorry.

1 Mr. Paoletta. Okay. Eric Berger. Sorry.

19 Mrs. Thomas. Kevin was the person who put his name with the campaign, or |

20 don't know how much he did to doit. But it was Eric Berger's FreeRoots platform that

21 heused.

2 Mr. Paoletta, Okay,

23 evmrJR

2% Q But, Mrs. Thomas, you were ~ in this instance, you were more than just a

25 person who shared this information or whose friend said, "Hey, this is a good thing to
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1 do,"andyouclicked a button. You were involved, it looked like, in sortof the formation

2 of -oratleast the decision to try to utilize FreeRoots for this particular messaging

3 campaign. Isthat fair?

4 A Ithink that might be a bitof a stretch.

5 a Okay.

6 A Iwas anenthusiasticbeliever that this would bea mechanism to bringa lot

7 of attention to State legislators that they had a responsibility, in a short period of time, to

8 certify there were no irregularities and fraud in their State election before it came up to

9 the Congress.

10 Q Sure. Yes. And you've talked about that.

un A Yeah

2 Q And you had discussions with Mr. Berger and others as early as November

13 6th, or probably earlier -becausethat's super-early in the morning, | think, when we see

14 that email that, hey, FreeRoots could be a good tool for us to use here. Is that fair to

15 say?

16 A I don't think | stimulated that. It wassomethingthat cameout ofa

17 Groundswell discussion, and | became an enthusiastic supporter of that as a grassroots.

18 tool, and |was using it

19 Q  Fairenough. And you promoted -

2 A Uh-huh.

2 Q  -- useof that tool to the folks on that -- the unnamed people that you sent

22 thatother email exhibit to.

23 A Right,

2% a Right?

2 A Uh-huh.
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1 Q  Soyou weren't sort of a passive, "Hey, something just came into my inbox.

2 Icanclickand send it." You were at least part of encouraging this use of the FreeRoots.

3 Fmnotcriticzingit. must is that fair to say, though, that you were
a A I'm enthusiastic at times.

5 Q That's fine.

6 Mr. Paoletta. |think the campaign was developed outsideof Gini Thomas's
7 role
s ve Ves.
9 Mr. Paoletta. or work, and it would've happened regardless of whether Ginni

10 ‘Thomas had said "let's do this" or not. She was amplifying it. She was sending it to all

11 these legislators. She was sending it toher friends to send to legislators, right? | think
12 that's a distinction withouta difference in terms of being more involved with it.

13 I think Ginni got -- this was prewritten, preselected. You know, people were

14 talking about it alreadyas an idea, right? And you can see, | think, from the emails that
15 she thinks it's a good idea, but | don't think that's the driving force to have this thing go

16 out. It gets set up on the platform, and she pushes a button and it goes out.

w Mrs. Thomas. ~ Can we agree that the media completely messed this up?
18 Mr. Paoletta. Don't --

1 Mrs. Thomas, Oh, sorry. Never mind.
0 oyvieJE
21 Q So, just to sort of distill all of that, you were aware of the -- and enthusiastic

2 about the use of the FreeRoots toolin connection with the effort to uncover fraud with

23 respect to the 2020 election.

24 A It'strue.

2 Q The specific language, though, of the email --
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1 A No.

2 Q  -youdidn't draft.

3 A Right

4 Q And, looking at exhibit 15, you're not sure you even read it all theway.

5 through before clicking "send" and having it go out under your name.

6 A Yes. Iwasafraid you were gonna get to that.

7 Q Well,I think yougot toit. I'm just summarizing, right?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Okay. And how many such messages are you aware of - don't mean how

10 many recipients, but how many different messages were you aware of that went out

11 under your name asa result of this FreeRoots campaign?

2 A I don't know how many State legislators were in each of the campaigns. |

13 was surprised - it might've been at least two. And | thought there were seven States of

14 Statelegislators that the campaign was focused on. So | don't have a specific memory.

5 Q Well, but that — what you're describing now is the, sort of, breadth of the

16 blast

7 A Yeah

18 Q  -asitwentout, right?

19 A Yeah

2 Q  Butthere'sjust the core one email that you had to click on, and then it went

21 towherever it went.

2 A Yeah

zn Q sthat-

2% A Right

2 Q -fairtosay?
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1 A Uhhuh.

2 Q  Itlooks ike from exhibit 14 there's different texts let me firstask you this.

3 Was exhibit 14 generatedalong the same lines, with the same process that we just talked

4 aboutfor exhibit 157

5 A Itmust have been, because| don't know Russell Bowers. Yes.

6 Q  Andit says "noreply@freeroots.com" next to your name.

7 A Right.

8 Q  Butitsa different message; the text is different.

9 A Right Right

10 Q Right? So would that imply that you clicked on a different email that

11 generated exhibit 14 than the one that generated exhibit 157

2 A Ithinkyou're right.

1B Q And my questionis: Are there others, or are there multiple, you know,

14 beyond these two, messages that you caused to be disseminated through this FreeRoots

15 platform?

16 A don't have a specific memory. | was surprised that there was more than

17 one. When first started talking with my counsel, | thought there was one. And so |

18 obviously don't have a specific memory of how many FreeRoots campaigns they did

19 a okay.

2 Mr. Paoletta. But given | mean, obviously, there's FOIA requests that have,

21 identified others from other States, and | assume those people filed forGinni Thomas

22 emails and they would've goneto the same ones. So there's probably not more. |

23 don'tknow. Butjustintermsof

2% sv vr

ES Q This email is "this," I'm sorry, exhibit 15 is dated November 9th
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1 A Uh-huh.

2 Q = which coincides with the date that you imposed upon yourself in order to,

3 sortof, protect your friends or make them less uncomfortable, or not uncomfortable.

4 Is there some connection between this email and that decision, being that they're

5 onthe same date?

6 A I don't have a recollection of such a connection.

7 Q  Howisit that you recall that date, November 9th, as being the date of the

8 sabbatical? How did you come to that? After al this time has passed, how did you

9 rememberthatdate?

10 A How dol remember that date? | don't remember. | think | must have told

11 afriend, who reminded me. don't remember. | just had it in my mind that

12 November this when | started my sabbatical from work meetings.

1B Q Whenyou think someone might have reminded you, was it in the context for

14 preparing for your interview here or in someother context that you were reminded of

15 thatdate?

16 AI don't remember the specific context. I'm sorry.

7 Q And you mentioned earlier, very beginningofour interview today, that the

18 sabbatical ended,| think you said, in mid-January. Did I--

19 A Right

2 Q  Doyou recall precisely when or what prompted your decision that, okay,

21 now | can resume my attendance at these meetings?

2 A That's a good question. | think | thought that -- you know, | don't have a

23 memoryof when

2% Mr. Paoletta. So you don't remember.

2 Mrs. Thomas. Yeah. don't remember. | don't remember.
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1 virJl 00 you know what kinds of things would typically trigger you to stop

2 a sabbatical ike this?

3 Mrs. Thomas. It could've been | was just champing at the bt to get out into the

4 fieldagain. |don't have a specific memory.

5 vr. But at that point you wouldve thought that it’s no longer

6 prudentially necessary for me to be separated from the groups. Is that correct?

7 Mrs. Thomas. | must have thought things were moving back into political ~ I

8 mean, you know, let's remember, | guess, it was -the election was called at a certain

9 point. So January 6th was over, and the election was called shortly thereafter. And

10 that's probably what made me realize, the ig is up, t's time to get back to work.

un wf 1 think the election was called on December 7th by the media. Are
12 youreferring to some other calling of the election?

13 vr November 7th.

1 Mc November 7th. Excuse me.

15 Mrs. Thomas. Oh, November 7. Oh, yeah. And then | don't know. ~The

16 legal maneuverings, | guess at some point --| don't have a specific memory, but  t felt

17 like they were ending. People weren't talking about litigating as much. They were

18 moving on toissues.

1 ovvrJ
20 Q When did you personally sort of move on or come to the view that the jig is

21 up with regardto the 2020election?

2 A DefinitelybyJanuary20th.

2 Q  Notbefore?

2 A Idon'tremember. Definitely by January 20th. | don't remember fit was

25 sooner.
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1 Q  Doyou remember December 14th beingameaningful day, in terms of your
2 view of the election, once the electoral college had met?
3 A Youknow, see now that thatwas when --
a Mr. Paoletta. At the time, though, were you focused on that at all?
s Mrs. Thomas. No, | wasn't focused on the electoral college. | wasjust probably
6 focused on anything and everything to be done to shift the January 6th discussion in the
7 Congress, I think, and what State legislators could figure out before that te.
s Mr Any questions on that?
5 Ms. Squiers. We're atan hour. | just want to we're at an hour.
0 Mr. Paoletta. Yeah. Okay.
1 wcll Dovouneedto take a break? | dont think we'egoing togo too

22 muchlonger.
3 Mrs. Thomas. Let's keep goin.
1 Mr. Paoletta. Well, how much longer? just want to ~ thnk we want to take
15 aduickbreak. Could we dothat?
16 wirJ Let's gooff the record.

7 (Recess)
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1
2 [1:35 p.m.)

3 wie We'rebackon the record
‘ ov we J
5 Q  Iwanted to ask you about three cases. And from our prior discussion, |

6 think! can predict whatyouranswers,but just to make sure the record is lar.
7 One case is a case brought by the State of Texas against a number of States. Did

& you have any involvement inthe State of Texas finga lawsuit related to the 2020
9 Presidential election?

10 A Noneatall.

n a oy
12 And another case was brought by Representative Gohmert against Mike Pence,

13 which was filed in the Eastern District of Texas. Did you have any involvement in that

1 lgationatall?
15 A Noneatall.

16 Q And thena third case was brought by President Trump, his campaign, against

17 the secretaryof sate of ensyiania. Did you have any involvement inthat case at al?
18 A Noneatall.

19 Q Okay.

20 Let me turn to exhibit 19, and we'll look at exhibit 19 and 20 kind of together.

21 But these are emails rom Paul Teller to you, and they are forwarding statements from a
22 number of Members of Congress about Congress's role on the 6th.

23 Can you tell us briefly what you understood to be the role of Congress on

22 January 6th?

25 A Yes. Thankyoufor that question.
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1 1 assumed that there could be a robust discussion by those mostfamiliarwith

2 Stateincidents of fraud or irregularities and that somehow such a discussion would alter

3 the course of events.

a And was | was so surprised at the violence. | found it abhorrent, and I said

5 thatto Mark Meadows, by the way, in my texts. But that's all

6 a okay.

7 And tell us alittle bit about what you were thinking as Paul Teller sent you the

8 email on exhibit 19and 20. These are both on January 4th. Did you have any thoughts

9 or reaction togetting those emails?

10 A The first one | remember, where he was forwarding something from Tom

11 McClintock. | think that's the document we found that was responsive for you all from

12 us. Iwasntfamiliarwith the second one, exhibit 20.

13 And | assume what PaulTeller was doingwascirculatingthis to help the

14 conservative leaders see what they probably thought on the inside, that there wasn't any

15 discretion for Vice President Pence on January 6th, in case people thought there was.

16 Q And wasthatyour viewaswell, or

7 A honestly | knew itwas a controversy, but | didn't get involved and didn't

18 weighineither way on that issue.

19 a okay.

20 wr Could justjumpinfor one second, Joe?

21 [ld

2 nell We should clarify — and we should probably make the document that

23 you provided, Mrs. Thomas, or Mark, a partof the record which is that, you're correct,

24 it's the same substance of the email that we have in exhibit 19, but | note in the copy that

25 you provided it shows a date and time of January 3rd at 9:35 p.m., whereas you'll se the
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1 date on exhibit 19is different.

2 Mrs. Thomas. Right.

3 wie Jl And believe that's because Mr. Tellers email shows up in UTC time

4 asopposed tolocal time. And so that's why it's 5 hours forward.

s Sols it your understanding that that email that the date and time on the

6 document you provided is the date and time that you sentor received that email,

7 January3rdat9:35 p.m? Anyway of knowing that?

8 Mrs. Thomas. No. I've justsentyou what | had.

° ne Okay. Sowell make sure this copy, or this document, gets into the

10 record and note that it's the same substance but the dates and times are different

11 because of the timing convention that's used in these White House emails.

2 wrll so why don't we maybe make that exhibit 312 And it relates to

13 whats labeled exhibit 19, for the record.

1 Anything else on those emails?

15 Okay.

16 sv vr[IR

7 Q Could you look at exhibit 187 This looks likea text message from Jake

18 Hoffman to Kylie Kremer.

1 A Right

20 Q And he mentions in the fist line, “Hi, ladies. ~ Gini Thomas and Stephanie

21 Coleman gave me your number and suggested| reach out." And he goes on to mention

22 that he's one of the official Trump Presidential electors in Arizona. ~ And it looks like he's

23 asking tospeak at the events on January 6th.

2 D0 you recall having a conversation with Jake Hoffman?

ES A Notabout this. | mean, | don't remember~ untill got this from the
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1 committee, | didn't know that this happened. | didn't remember that | was connecting

2 him to Kylie Kremer about his desire to be a speaker.

3 a olay.

a And can you tellus a little bit about what role,if any, you had in relation to the

5 rally on the 6th at the Ellipse?

6 A Imgladyou asked. |had no role in organizing, coordinating, speaking. |

7 just went as an ordinary citizen that day.

8 Q Okay.

9 A And so the media has gotten that one wrong too.

10 Q And did you have any role in organizing any events or rallies on January Sth,

1 the day before?

2 A No

3 a okay.

1 And so did you have any role in organizing busesor the funding of buses that

15 came to D.C. on the 6th?

16 A Thank youfor that question. | had no idea what theywere talking about.

17 had no role inbuses that came that day.

1s a okay.

19 Aside from Jake Hoffman, did you talk to anybody else about an interest in

20 speaking at the rally at the Ellipse?

2 A Notthat | remember. | didn't rememberthisone.

2 a okay.

2» oy vrIE

22 Q On that, do you have Kylie Kremer's number? Were you in regular

25 communication with her? It says he got Ms. Kremer's number from you, he says, and
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1 Stephanie Coleman. I'm just wondering about your prior connection to Kylie Kremer.
2 A Iknew Amy Kremer from back in 2011 or 2012, but -- and Kylie, no, |

3 didn't I don't know how| had her number. 1 do have alot ofnumbersof peaple
a Q  funderstand.
5 A Butshe's not a close friend. | don't remember how | would've even

6 connected them. But! clearly did.
7 Q Yeah. Okay. And nospecific communication witheither Kremer about

8 the events on the Sth or 6th?
9 A Right.

10 Q Okay. Thanks.

u ornJR
12 Q And it sounds like -- did you know Jake Hoffman before this event?

5 A Yes. He'safrend
1 Q Okay. And did you, during the November/December of 2020 timeframe

15 have discussions with him about his role as an elector at all in the State ofArizona?

16 A No. Iforgotthat he was an elector. He's a State delegate. He's

17 oftentimes a speaker for us at Groundswell. And, no, he's usta great guy.
18 Q Okay.

1 Vd like to move an, then, to the day ofthe 6th, unless you guys have any other
20 questions before that.

2 wrJ don't
2 oy vr.I:
23 Q Canyou just start by telling us, kind of, what you did on the morning of

20 January 6th and where you were?
2» A sue.
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1 Iwas home. | felt like -- well, obviously | was putting things on my Facebook

2 early. getup early with my dogs. And | was encouraged that people were coming.

5 togetherfor the purpose of tying challenge the election fraud and regularsthat
PR—
5 So, after being at many Trump rallies and Trump events in Virginia, | wanted to go

6 outantfesithaterowd Arilwentas anordivarycizen. Al lef when got cok
7 Mr. Paoletta. Took the Metro.

s Mrs. Thomas. Yeah, I took the Metro. And took the Metro homeatabout
9 10:30after -- it was areally cold day.

10 And | didn't go to the Capitol itself. And | didn't really focus on even the

3 speakers. John Eastman wasspeaking when I ot there, believe, are think Rudy
12 Giuliani may have been on the stage. But | honestly was there to kind of feel the crowd.

13 And | probably talked to 25 people from all over the country, asking them why they came

10 that dayand why they fet so passionately.
1 oreJ:
16 Q Okay. Did you get an invite from anybody to attend the Ellipse rally?

v A No
18 Q Okay. Sowere you inany kindofVIP —

19 A No.

» Q -seatingorarea?
2a A Iwasnot. Thankyou for asking. |went on the Metro. | joined the

22 crowd. | walked through the crowd at the Ellipse. | was just feeling the crowd that

23 day. And when | got cold, | went home.

22 Q Okay. Sodid you leave before President Trump gave his speech?

2 A Hhink may have. 1 wish was looking atthe ime in which he spoke. |
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1 mean, | left around 10:00 or 10:30. | don't know what time he spoke.

2 Q Okay. And you didn't want to stay to hear him speak?

3 A lwascold. Sorry. My body told me to go.

a a okay.

s oy ve.J:
6 Q Can ask, how long were you there? How long were you on the Ellipse or in

7 the vicinity of the events?

8 A think] left probably around 8:30or 8:45 in the morning, and, again, | think|

9 left about 10:00, 10:30. ~ So not that long.

10 Q And without -- | don’t want you to give too much information in terms of

11 what that commute means foryou, but when you say "left," you left your home, so would

12 you have gotten to the Ellipse around 9:30 or so?

13 A 9:000r9:30, | think.

1 Q  Soyoustayedforan hour, hourandahalf? Does

15 A Yeah.

16 Q that sound about right?

w A Yesh

18 Q And did you hear Dr. Eastman speak?

19 A I heard him speaking in the background and noticed he had a hat on, and

20 that was about as much as | focused on. | really wasthere just to feel and sense and talk

21 with the crowd andbe,kind of, oneof them.

2 Q How closedid you get to the stage? Were you in theseating areaby the

23 stage where the speakers were?

22 A No. Iwas up kind of by the Ellipse and in a crowd. And | think | walked

25 over, at one point, by the African-American museum and walked up that street a little bit.
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1 And, again, | was just interacting with people who had come from all over the country.

2 Andthen!gotcold and eft.

3 Q Were you by yourself? Did you hang outwith anybody in particular? |

4 mean, obviously you were interacting with other people, you say, but did you have a

5 friend or another person, anyone we've talked about today, who was with you?

6 AI came with a friend, but nobody we've talked about today. No one you'd

7 know.

8 Q Thankyou.

. oveJ
10 Q Did you have a sense at all when you were there that there might be

11 violence later in the day?

2 A Ihad nosense of violence. That would be that was so foreign to any

13 Trump event I'd been to up to that point. So | was shocked when | got home and started

14 hearing the reports about the violence.

15 When looked around, thinking back, | think I saw a lot of people that didn't look

16 likeregular Trump supporters, Id say, that looked a little militaristic. And I didn't know

17 if 1 didn't know why. didn't give much thought toi.

15 But when the violence broke out later, | started thinking back about some of those

19 people, someof those men who looked like they had backpacks. And, | mean,|

20 justo I'm justtelling you what saw and what | thought at the time. It did seem a little

21 different thanother Trump rallies after the violence started and | started thinking about

2 whoelselsaw.

23 a okay.

2 vr. JE Can justadd afollowup?

3 vir.Jl. Yeah, of course.
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: ovve.
2 Q So, Mrs. Thomas, on the 6th, on the Ellipse, there was magnetometers; and

3 then there was sort of an area inside the mags, close to the stage; and then there were a
a bunch of people on the outside.

5 Did you pass through the magnetometers and go insideofthe Ellipse event?

s A Vednot go through magnetometers
7 Q Okay.

s A Iwas with regular people, not upnear the VIPs,
9 Q Ise. You didn't need to be a VIP to go through the mags. There wasa --

10 A Ididn't go through mags.

u Q Okay. see. Soyouwere outsideof the secure, protected area trough
2 whichyouhadto--
5 A Yeah
M Q be screened.
15 A just came from the Metro, | went to the Ellipse area, and |started walking

16 through crowds. And --

v Q Unheh. Yeah
18 A alot of Chinese Americans were there.

19 Q Uh-huh. Yeah. There were a lot of people,sort of, on Constitution

0 Avenue
2 A Yeah
2 Q andeven acrossth street, up closer to theWashingtonMonument.
23 A Yeah. |walked between Constitution Avenue and Independence Avenue.

2 kindofwalked that. And then | was geting cold and lef
= Q see. okay.
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1 At that point when you decided to go in the morning, did you believe that there

2 wasa chance on January 6th that the election was not going to be certified as complete

3 and President Biden would be declared the winner? Did you think that was still an open

4 question?

5 A Its a good question. |think | was hopeful that something could sill

6 happen,and didn'tthink moredeeply than that.

7 Q Did you have any sense as to how that outcome would be achieved? Even

8 though the networks had called it the courts had al rejected the claims, as we've

9 discussed, theelectoral college had already met on December 14th, what was your sense

10 asto the scenario by which President Trump would be able to stay in office?

n A Youknow, just didn't think deeply about it. | just was hopeful that, you

12 know, just as Democrats challenged electoral votes in 2004 1 don't know what was in

13 their head, if they thought that that would change the debate and the election. | guess |

14 had hoped something something probably could happen in the -- on the insideofthe

15 Capitol, without the violence, with just thepower of debate, discussion over fraud and

16 irregularities. And it was just hope.

Q Yeah. I think you described it before as you were hoping for a robust

18 discussion or thatinside of the halls of Congress there would be discussion of these.

19 issues.

2 A Right.

2 a Right.

2 Did you have any expectation about the Vice President and what he would or

23 would not do during the joint session?

2 A really didn't give that much thought. | knew there was pressure on him,

25 andl heard what the President was saying. But | didn't know if it was right for him to
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1 differ from what ~ | just didn't think through the Vice President's role and whether he

2 could do somethingcontrarytowhatwasceremonial.

3 a okay.

a You went home, presumably watched or were familiar with the events that

5 transpired. And then the election was certified, I think at 3:00-something in the

6 morning on January 7th

7 Did that then change your view as to whether it was or was not possible, stil, for

8 those fraud and irregularities to lead to President Trump staying in office, or did that end

9 itinyour mind?

10 A Idon't have a specific memory. | was probably just really depressed and

11 down and discouraged, and | don't know if | was thinking logically about if there was any

12 other hope forany other action. I~

13 Q Yeah

1 A ldontknow.

15 Q  I'mjust trying to geta sense, sort of going back to the questions asked

16 you, about the end of the sabbatical or when the jig was up, | think was the expression

17 youused. I'mjust curious if that was the moment at which, okay, the jig is up, it’s time

18 toshift the focus to something else

1 A Yeah

20 Q  ~ornot. Doyou have a was January 6th the specific moment that

21 changed your mind aboutthe jig and the existence of the jig?

2 A Idon't~I can't answer that. | don't know the answer to when specifically.

23 Idon't have a specific memory of when| decided there was no more hope.

2 Q Yeah

ES A don't remember.
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1 a okay.

2 1 jumped in frontofJoe, so we can keep going through the day, but | appreciate

3 that. Thankyou

. wir J I ic vou have a
s wir Just a housekeeping piece here.

6 ay vie. IEE

7 Q We have in the binder copiesof some Facebook posts, starting at exhibit 24.

8 A Yes

9 Q And want to call our attention to, | guess it'severyotherexhibit. So it's

10 exhibit 25,27, and 28.

n A Yes.

2 Q And those appear to beand|just want to see ifyou can confirm or sort of

13 validate the timing on these. These have been represented to be screenshots ofa

14 Facebook page that show dates and times. Because you can see the other ones don't

15 have dates and times on there.

16 A Yes.

7 Q Allright. Dothosetimesappeartobe accurate, the 3:33 a.m. on

18 exhibit 25; 3:47 a.m. on the 27th, and 3:46 a.m. on the 28th? You said you'reupearly

19 withthe dogs. That's early. Doyou think, are those proper times?

2 A Those dogs. Yes.

21 Q Okey. Okay.

2 A Andigobacktosleep. But sometimes |start Facebooking, obviously.

23 a okay.

2 A But, yes, t's kindof a dog thing,

ES a Gotit.
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1 And, then, are you able to share, ifyou recall, why you posted the Ronald Reagan

2 quote that we have as exhibit 287 How did that, if you remember — it was 3:46 n the

3 morning, and the dogs were probably barking, but do you remember why you thought

4 that was a meaningful thing to post on Facebook that day?

5 A Holdon.

6 You know, it's probably because Ronald Reagan was kind of important in my life,

7 andit was someone | really looked up to. And it was my frst political campaign that

8 wasin Washington, D.C. | worked on the Reagan campaign with Bay Buchanan and

9 others when |was a freshman in college.

10 And I've always loved that quote. And | bring it up oftentimes when | do

11 speeches, when | am activating grassroots people and talking to leaders. | thinkwe

12 oftentimes have certain moments in history that are a rendezvous with destiny. And |

13 justwas hopeful. That'sall

1 Q Thankyou

15 1 don't have anythingelseon thisor anything else.

16 Mr.| Okay.

7 Just one kind of housekeeping-matter question, too, that we ask a number of

18 witnesses. This is not just assigned for you. But can you tell us whether anybody else

19 aside from yous paying for the legal services for Mr. Paoletta and his firm?

2 Mrs. Thomas. Nope. It's Ginn.

2 welll okay. Great

2 wirJ We just abways also ask people if there's anythingele that they
23 thinkis relevant that you want to share, any reactions to the events of January 6th or

24 anything that you want the committee to ensure they re aware ofasthey complete their

5 work
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1 Mrs. Thomas. | guess I'd only say one more thing, and that is: Violence on both

2 sides is abhorrent, and the more you guys focus on just one side, it can do significant

3 damage to our country, | believe.

a And, certainly, I'm living with Senator Schumer having said some things on the

5 steps of the Supreme Court that unleashed a lot of things that have us living with

6 Marshals right now. | think the summer of 2020 has 2 lot of communities who felt

7 violence by left-wing activists.

8 And when you don't show that same kind of focus that you guys are focusing on

9 the violence in the Capitol on January 6th, 1am afraid of what happens -- the corruption,

10 theerosionofconfidence in equal justice.

n That's the last thing Id like to say to you.

2 veJ ov

13 well Thank you very much. We appreciate you being here voluntarily

14 and forsitting with us,so thank you very much.

15 Mrs. Thomas. ~ You guys were great.

16 MEE Thank you.

7 Mrs. Thomas. | really appreciate how you treated me, and | appreciate, you

18 know, the fairness by which this has happened. And I'm really glad its over.

19 vr.J Let's makesurethat last part'sonthe record.

2 Thank you.

2 Actually, before westop -- I'm sorry.

2 veJ I saw Ms. Lofgren.

5 ve Yesh
2 Ms. Lofgren, you're the only member on. Do you have any questions before we

25 stop? No?
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1 Okay. Then we are done, and we can go off the record.

2 Ms. Lofgren. Let me unmute and just say thanks.

3 J Okey. Thanks, Ms. Lofgren.
a Mrs.Thomas. Thankyouvery much.

5 [Whereupon, at 1:57 p.m., the interview was concluded.)
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